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NEWS

AT

NEW YORK LAW SCHOOL

WHO'S DOING WHAT AT NYLS
By William Meredith
Joseph D Brennan, NYLS '93 announced that he is seeking the Libertarian Party's nomination for the
United States Senate seat currently
held by Alfonse D'Amato. Brennan is
enrolled in the New York Law SchoolBaruch College joint JD-MBA program. He writes a regular column
"Brennan's Justice" for the NYLS Reporter.
Risa B. Procton, NYLS '92 will
receive the second annual Legal Aid
Society fellowship from New York
Law School. Procton is co-chair of the
Legal Association of Women at New
York Law School, and is on the Journal of Human Rights.
An account of New York Law
School's Lesbian and Gay Law Students Association's seminar "Coming
Out in a Mainstream Law Firm Setting" was a front page story in the
February 25 edition of the New York
Law Journal.
Elizabeth Schenkel, NYLS '37
and Patrick T. McGahn, Jr., NYLS '.58
received the New York Law School

Alumni Association's Distinguished
Alumna-Alumnus Awards at a luncheon sponsored by the Alumni Association.
Professor Nadine Strossen, president of the American Civil Liberties
Union, spoke to an audience of over
three hundred people at the University of California, Davis, on Tuesday,
January 14. She discussed free speech
on college campuses. An account of
her speech was published in the January 16 edition of the Aggie.
Professor Randolph Jonakait's
article, Stories, Forensic Science and
Improved Verdicts, which was part
of a symposium, "Decision and Inference in Litigation", has been published
at 13 Cardow Law Review 343 (1991 ).
Professor Martin' Minkowitz,
who is also a partner in the New York
law firm of Stroock & Stroock &
Lavan, was quoted in the November
14 issue of the Journal of Commerce.
he pointed out that mental stress
claims as the result of sexual harassment have 'become a major cost factor in workers' compensation throughout the country today".
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SUPREME COURT SAYS HARASSED STUDENTS
CAN SUE SCHOOL FOR DAMAGES
By Karen Neustadt and
Amy Reynolds
(CPS) Colleges and universities
may be taking a second look at sexual
harassment policies in light of a recent Supreme Court ruling. Franklin
v. Gwinnett Cty. Pub. Schools, 112
S.Ct. 1028 (1992).
The February 26 ruling cleared
the way for sexually harassed students
to sue schools for monetary damages
under Title IX of the Education
Amendments of 1972(20U.S.C.s 16811688), a decision hailed as "a stunning
victory for women" by the National
Women's Law Center.
"With this decision, girls and
women finally have a powerful
weapon to fight sex discrimination in
education," said Marcia Greenberger,
co-president of the law center. "Education institutions will receive the message loud and clear that they have to
seriously address the discriminatory
policies still too frequently found."
The court ruling likely will force
schools to reassess existing policies or
write new ones. "I do think it will
cause schools to (review) their policies to make sure they have teeth, and
at procedures that will insure that we
can do a thorough investigation when
we respond to a complaint," said Paul
Pitts, affirmative action director at
Louisiana State University.
A lot of schools already have
strong programs dealing with sexual
harassment, but they need to make
sure students know how to file complaints, Pitts said. "We all have a responsibility to respond to the students,
and to let them know the affirmative
action office is available for counseling," Pitts said. "If the policies are
working, the work and study environment should be as open and free
as possible... the way men and women
should interact, in a pleasant environment, not fearful of what we are going to say or do."
Many schools have adopted policies that forbid "unwanted and
unsolicited sexual advances, requests
for sexual favors and other deliberate
or repeated communication of a sexual
nature, whether spoken, written,
physical or pictorial."
The Supreme Court's ruling
came in the case of a former high
school student who sued over her alleged sexual encounters with a teacher.
Although the full implications of the
ruling remain unclear, legal experts
say that the worst thing a university
can do is ignore complaints of sexual
harassment. Charlie Shanor, a law professor at Emory University, noted that
the ruling fell under Title IX, which
bars sexual bias in all educational programs that receive federal funding,
including grants, so private as well as
public schools would be affected. An
employer can be held liable for damages in sexual harassment cases if su-
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pervisors request sexual favors of employees in return for something. It also
says that employers may be held liable if the sexual harassment involves
the creation of a "hostile environment"
(sexually explicit comments, nude
photographs on a wall, etc.), but in
such cases the employer must have
had knowledge of the incident and
ignored it.
A professor who pressures a student for sex in return for a higher
grade might present a clear-cut case
of harassment. But what would the
university's responsibility be if students harass other students? "If it is
sexual harassment, then it would be
something the university would legally need to address," Shanor said.
"My understanding is that EEOC
charges of sexual harassment are up
250 percent, mostly because of the visibility of the problem from the Anita
Hill case," he said. "Even though the
(high school) case isn't as visible, I
think it's definitely something that will
have an impact."
A recent study by the Association of American University Women
noted an increase in sexual harassment of girls by boys, starting as early
as the seventh grade. Sixty-five percent of female vocational education
students in the study reported harassment by male classmates and some
teachers.
"Schools have an obligation to
protect girls from harassment by teachers or other students," said Anne
Bryant, executive director. "one of the
recommendations for action in the
AAUW report is that strong policies
against sexual harassment be developed and enforced by school personnel."
Another study showed that at
Harvard University, 32 percent of tenured female professors, 49 percent
without tenure, 41 percent of female
graduate students, and 34 percent of
undergraduate women, reported that
they encountered some form of sexual
harassment from a person in authority at least once while they were at the
university.
The Supreme Court's ruling in
the Georgia case unanimously reversed lower court rulings that had
thrown out Christine Franklin's lawsuit against the Gwinnett County public school system. The lower courts
said Title IX enabled alleged victims
of intentional sexual discrimination to
seek only "injunctive relief'' to halt an
illegal practice. The U.S. Supreme
Court overruled those decisions and
said victims could sue for monetary
damages as well. In Justice White's
decision, the court rejected the interpretation that Title IX remedies be limited to back pay and prospective relief, noting that back pay was not available to a student, and prospective relief was not applicable to a student
who has since left the school.
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NEWS AT NEW YORK LAW SCHOOL

NEW READING ROOM
OPENS IN ''A'' BUILDING
By Caroline Gargione '93
"
The former Frossel Room recently reopened its doors after undergoing extensive
restorations and renovations which totalled $330,000. Although the project took longer
than originally planned, the result was well worth the wait.
The new reading room is no longer the Frossel Room. According to the endowment, the Frossel Room is designated as a reading room on the first floor of the library.
Dean Helm explained that extra time was spent on details and finishing touches
to truly "keep the feel of the room while improving it." For example, the drapes were
custom made by a seamstress who did her work on top one of the contractor's
scaffolds. Dean Helm said the entire room was practically "hand done."
.
The room is furnished with tables and chairs to serve as a reading room for
students. It provides another option for students who may not want to study in the
library or the lounge. In addition, the room serves as a lecture/ conference room,
providing NYl.5 faculty, students and guests with an alternative to the LeFrak Moot
Court Room and the Faculty Dining Room. For these occasions, the "study" furniture is
replaced with up to one hundred stacking chairs, which are stored in the closet at one
end of the room. The tables and chairs are conveniently placed in the closet while a
lecture or conference is taking place.
Students are asked not to bring food or beverages into the new reading room so
that its splendid appearance can be maintained.
The inaugural event in the new reading room was the fourth annual Stiefel
Symposium on March 3, 1992. This year's topic was 'The Privatization of Eastern
Europe: Reinventing the Wheel." Future events will be held in the room depending on
the size of the group and the type of event.
The room enhances the overall look and ambiance of the school. Prospective
students will be more interested and attracted to a school that, to put it simply, looks
good! The upgrading of NYLS' facilities will further enhance its reputation. The next
project, with a Board approved budget of one million dollars, entails remodeling the
1ounge aoo ca\aena and uea\\.ny, an ac\:ua\ s\:uden\ center. Stay tuned for more details
in the near future.

Photos by Darlene Miloski
Pho to Editor
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LESBIAN AND GAY LAW STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
By Otis Damslet '93
~

I•
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The Lesbian and Gay Law Students Association has had a busy
month, hosting two panel discussions
here at NYLS and a party off campus.
On February 22, the Lesbian and
Gay Law Association of Greater New
York (LeGaL), originally founded by
NYLS Professor Arthur Leonard, cosponsored "Coming Out in a Mainstream Law Firm Setting." (Readers
of the 'NYLS in the News" bulletin
board will already have noticed the
front page coverage of this event in
the New York Law Journal.) The panel
addressed issues of concern to Gay
attorneys and law students from different perspectives within the New
York Legal community. The panelists
were Alexander Forger, Chairman of
Milbank, Tweed, Hadley & McCloy
and past board chair of NYLS; Michael
Hickman, Associate at Cleary,
Gottleib; Laurie Linton, Assistant Attorney General; Michael Ryan, partner at Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher; and
Nicholas Varchaver, journalist with
the Manhattan Lawyer. Arthur
Leonard and LeGaL Membership Coordinator Erica Bell introduced the
speakers and directed the event. After each panelist had spoken, there

were questions and answers and then
''breakout" groups for further discussion of specific topics. Among the
themes of the panel were the progress
that has been made in recent years,
the dramatic variations of experience
among firms and even among departments within firms, and the possibility of recognition of Gay families in
benefits programs such as health insurance.
On March 6, LGLSA hosted a
scaled-down version of the Fall membership party, providing students, faculty, and guests a welcome respite
from the winter law school routine.
On March 10, LGLSA hosted
"Lesbian and Gay Co-Parenting," a
panel discussion featuring Paula
Ettelbrick, Acting Executive Director
of Lambda Legal Defense and Education Fund (America's oldest and largest law firm dedicated to securing the
rights of Lesbians, Gay men and
people with HIV) and adjunct professor at NYLS; Betty Levinson, partner
of Levinson & Kaplan and the attorney who successfully argued New
York State's first two-parent adoption
by a same-sex couple; and Wayne
Steinman, founder of Center Kids (a
New York organization that provides
~
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The Franklin Cafe
Continental Cuisine "In the Heart of Tribeca"

Special for NYLS Students!
1/2 off 2nd Lunch Entree
2nd Dinner Free

mer Pride Parade on June 28. As always, for information about future
LGLSA events, or to be included on
the LGLSA mailing/ phone list, please
leave a note in our mailbox or contact
our new and esteemed coordinators,
Scott Salzman and Jennifer Green.

services to Gay families and their children). The co-parenting panel addressed the legal issues confronting
Gay people who want to have children and was very helpful to everyone who expects either to pursue this
experience personally or help clients
who will.
Stay tuned for imminent LGLSA
events. On March 28, LGLSA and Professor Arthur Leonard will host this
year's regional law schools party, a
social event that brings together
LGLSA members and our counterparts from schools throughout the
area. Last year's party drew students
from schools as far away as Rutgers
and Yale, in addition to attorneys and
guests. This year's event promises to
be even more successful. Other future
events will include LGLSA's representation of NYLS at this year's sum-

Otis Damslet is a second year student and media coordinator for the New
York Law School Lesbian and Gay Law
Students Association.
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JOB FORECAST:
LOOK EARLY AND WORK HARD
(CPS) The experts agree--when
Career counseling officers nathe job market is tight, it's critical to tionwide say students need not fret,
know your perceived weaknesses and however, because programs exist to
fix them.
help persistent, committed students
According to both the 1992 overcome their problems. "There's a
Northwestern Lindquist-Endicott re- tremendous amount of preparation
port and the 1992 Recruiting Trends out there," says Leslie Mallow
report from Michigan State Univer- Wendell, director of career services at
sity, the biggest deficiencies of recent Widener University. "There are workgraduates are:
shops, classes, support groups for stu-- Unrealistic job expectations. dents. There's mentoring, where we
This topped both lists.
hook students up with industry menAccording to Recruiting Trends, tors through networking. NetworkCollege students "do not see the big ing is becoming more important."
picture...They lack imagination, espeDale Austin, director of career
cially after graduaplanning and
tion. Graduates only
placement at
want to work 8 to
Hope College
·~
I
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5...They lack loyalty
in
Michigan
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to the company,
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tience, and they exmany options.
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pect to start at high
''The advisable
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wages--they are told
approach is
to expect this by colfor them to
~
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lege faculty."
broaden their
~',
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.
• - -1
-- Poor comoptions. They
.......,
munication and
need to be cre...,,,,.,
I
writing
skills.
ative in lookRanked second by
ing at other alboth reports, the researchers note that ternatives, they need to be creative in
recent graduates' skills in these areas their approaches," he says. "Finding a
are noticeably worse than in years past. job is more than just job fairs and onEmployers specifically say grammar campus interviews."
and spelling need improvement.
Austin says that when interview-- Insufficient resumes and in- ing, students need to realize that "even
terviewing preparation. Employers if they have strong credentials, the
say graduates don't bother to research interviewing time is critical time" to
their companies before interviews and allow a prospective employer to get
they don't exude confidence and to know a student's personality, goals,
assertiveness to successfully "sell" enthusiasm and energy.
themselves to an employer.
Wendell adds that "some stuOther shortcomings include a dents are afraid to ask questions about
lack of practical work experience career paths, if they can succeed (with
through internships or co-op pro- a particular company). Students need
grams and few signs of professional- to understand that there are approism.
priate questions to ask."
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222 West Broadway, Corner of Franklin

Two Blocks from NYLS
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NEWS AT NEW YORK LAW SCHOOL
"MICHELANGELO" VIRUS DOES NO DAMAGE TO NEW YORK LAW
SCHOOL COMPUTERS

,\

By Michael Wood

Last year, students stared in horror as computers keyboards locked
up and data disappeared when the
"stoned" virus spread through New
York Law School computers. Hundreds of hours of research and writing were lost. The virus, which replicated through the exchange of disks
with infected machines, struck in February, 1991, as first year students faced
imminent Legal Writing deadlines.
New York Law School began to install virus protection programs on the
IBM compatible computers.
This year, the much publicized
and dreaded "Michelangelo" virus did
no reported damage to the same computers. Contradictory information
about the "Michelangelo" virus filled
the popular press: "It would cause
permanent damage to the hard drive...
It will cause all information on the
hard drive to be deleted .. .It can be
avoided by changing the day I date internal clock .. .lt will return next
year...The true name is the "Gibraltar
Revenge" ..."
Some of the contradictory information exists because of confusion
between different viruses. The
Michelangelo virus shares a common
characteristic with several other viruses: it acts on a common date. It

shares this mode of operation with a
virus, the Gibraltar Revenge which
was designed to commemorate the
deaths of Irish Republican Army soldiers who have fallen _in the struggle
for freedom from Great Britain. The
IRA virus hides in the memory and
appears after exit from a program.
The message reads "On this date, (the
name of a person who was killed on
that date), died for Ireland. It is a
quiet virus which does not otherwise
upset the computer operations.
Other types of viruses act after a
certain number of operations. A particularly cute virus adds nasty comments whenever the names "Reagan"
or "Thatcher" are typed in.
In spite of the contradictory "information" offered by all the computer
experts, there are several points of
agreement

against new virus threats.
Several anti-virus programs have
earned wide-spread acceptance:
Carmel Software Engineering's Turbo
Anti-virus is utilized within the New
York Law School; Central Point
Software's "Anti-Virus 1.1" sells for
$89.95 at nearby J & R Computers,
$81.00 by mail from Compuclassics or
$79.00 from Software Unlimited;

Norton "Anti-virus 1.5"is$89.00from
Compuclassics, $85.00 from Bulldog
Computers, $82.00 from Software
Unlimited; Mace Vaccine is $59 from
Software Unlimited; ProScan is $79
from Software Unlimited; Virex PC is
$79 from Software Unlimited;
VirusCure Plus is $69 from Software
Unlimited; Anti-Virus Plus is $69 from
Software Unlimited.

Copying programs to or from
friends or office computers is the
primary vector of infection.
2. The use of undocumented software and swapping discs increases the likelihood of infection;
3. Each personal computer should be
protected by a virus protection
program;
4. Anti-virus protection must be updated periodically to protect
1.
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There are over 1,150 law firms in Manhattan.
We've got them all in our computer.
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Join The Media Law Project
Stop by Room C-102
Computer Experts Neededl
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Send a personalized cover letter and envelope to all of
them or just the ones you want. Pick the firms yourself or
let us make a custom list based on your criteria. Each
letter is only $1.50-- even less for big mailings. And for
an additional fee, we'll even write the cover letter and do
your resume.

Call William Wordswork
Word Processing - Desktop Publishing
(212) 864-6732
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NEWS AT NEW YORK LAW SCHOOL

STUDENT BAR ASSOCIATION NEWS
by Liz Colontonio, SBA President
As we reach the mid-semester
mark, I would like to update the student body on what the SBA has been
doing so far this semester, and on
what is coming up before the year
comes to a close.
The SBA began this semester
with a general budget of approximately $29,000. To date, the senate
has approximately $10,000 remaining
for allocation. A number of interesting events are forthcoming in April-please check the SBA calendar for topics, times and room assignments!
In addition to the student organization activities, the SBA has a number of events coming up in the next
few weeks. On March 19, we will be
sponsoring a St. Patrick's Day Party
in the Student Lounge from 6 to 11
PM. We will, of course, be providing

refreshments, snacks and music for
your dancing pleasure. We hope that
you "wear your green" to get into the
spirit of the occasion! This may be the
last party of the semester, so we hope
to see you stop in for some fun!
On March 23, 1992, I will be distributing information and petitions
regarding the 1992-93 SBA Executive
Board Elections. If you are interested
in running, please pick up a memo in
the student mailfile area, and feel free
to stop by the SBA Office with any
questions regarding the election. Also,
on March 23, I will be distributing
information to all GRADUATING
STUDENTS regarding the 1992 graduate speaker elections. Please check
your mail folder for information. Any
questions regarding the graduate
speaker elections can be directed to

myself or Helena Prigal in Student
Services (5th Floor A Building). I encourage student participation in both
elections, which will be held concurrently on April 6th and 7th in the Student Lounge.
On April 4th and 5th, the SBA is
sponsoring the NYLS softball team's
participation in the University of Virginia National Softball Tournament.
All are welcome to participate. Please
see Doug Stem (Attorney General) in
C-101 if you are interested.
The SBA is sponsoring the Second Annual Barrister's Ball on Friday,
April 3, in the Puck Building's Grand
Ballroom. Discounted tickets are still
available, but going fast. Tickets can
be purchased in the Student Lounge
the week before the event and in Student Services. We look forward to see-

ing you there!
If you have not yet joined the
American Bar Association-Law Student Division, please see Glenn Miller
in C-101 for an application and information regarding benefits. (For all
graduating students taking the bar this
summer, ABA-LSD membership allows PMBR enrollment at the low cost
of $80).
The last two SBA membership
meetings for the semester will be on
Monday, March 23, and Wednesday,
April 8. Both meetings will be held at
5 PM. Please check the SBA door for a
room announcement on the day of the
meeting. All are welcome!
I wish everyone the best of luck
tfuoughout the rest of the semester
and a relaxing and enjoyable Spring
Break!SBA News

SUMMER JOB HELP FROM NYLS CAREER SERVICES
By Steve Rosenbaum, 94
It's clear to most first-year students
that there are limited job opportunities available for this summer. The majority of us do
not have experience, and the economy is
experiencing setbacks. Therefore, we must
work even harder in order to get an offer.
But, the hardest thing is getting started. It's
best to go to Career Services and just browse
around to see what they have to offer. They
can point you in right direction by showing
you where and how to look for a job or
career.
Career Services has several valuable
programs. For instance, the Pro Bono Student Program matches students with positions in their area of interest. While most of
these openings are for public-interest, there
are a few with large law firms. These positions, however, are for immediate employment. You may choose to start working on
a part-time basis during this semester and
continue through the summer on a full-time
basis. If you don't have the time to work
now, then you can simply look into the Pro
Bono Student Program later in the spring.
Jobs are constantly opening up in this program and many first-year students also do
not find summer work until this time.
If you cannot afford to work full-time
without pay over the summer, you may
wish to get a part-time, paying job in addition. Deborah Howard, the director of Career Services, explains that the most important aspect of your job search is networking,
and the Pro Bono Student Program is an
excellent way to "meet people and make a
good impression with lawyers in your area
of interest."
Another program which Career Services offers that allows first-years to net-

work is the Mentor-Network Program. This program enables
students to talk with alumni who work in their field of interest.
Students actually perform the interviews. This type of informational interview is an exceptional way to get information about a

(L.

certain type of law while marketing yourself.
Career Services can also help you market your strengths by helping you construct
resumes and cover letters. Danielle Aptekar
helps students to create more powerful resumes and cover letters.
Other services which are available to
students are the Summer Legal Employment
Packet and the Job Board. The Employment
Packet lists law firms of all sizes according
to geographic area. In addition, the firms
are listed alphabetically and note the type of
firm, the hiring partner, and NYLS alumni
working for the firm. The Job Board does
not accurately depict summer employment
opportunities for first-years so don't get discouraged. Many of the smaller firms don't
know their needs now and list openings later
in the spring.
Several upcoming programs which Career Services has arranged include the "Asian
Americans in the Law" Panel, the Small and
Medium Law Firm Breakfast, and the Interview Skills Workshop. The Panel, which
will meet on March 11, is not limited to
Asian American students, and it serves as a
good networking opportunity. On March
12, students can mingle with alumni in small
and medium law firms. Although no date
has yet been set for the Interview Skills Workshop, it will allow students to sharpen their
interviewing skills. Students interview each
other on video and Career Services counselors critique their methods.
If you have any questions stop by Career Services or check out the bulletin boards
and newsletters for information. Deborah
Howard reminds you "not to take the job
market personally" and that Career Services
is available to help if you think you are
doing something wrong.

to R.) Deborah Howard and Danielle Aptekar
Photo: Darlene Miloski
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UNUSUALLY CRUEL DECISIONS?
A look at recent Supreme Court decisions on the death penalty
By Arnold Levine '93
In perhaps no other area of law
has the Rehnquist-Scalia Court sought
to accomplish its own agenda as in
death penalty jurisprudence. In so
doing, the Court has seemingly abandoned its own pledge of judicial restraint. This article, which is the first
of two parts, will discuss the state of
the death penalty under the RehnquistScalia Court. There are many factors
that must necessarily figure into any
determination whether or not to support the death penalty, as implemented today. This article provides
some information on the Constitutional requirements, as developed by
the Supreme Court, for imposing the
death penalty, and perhaps more importantly, its reasoning in making
those determinations.
Who can be executed?
Age limitations
In Thompson v. Oklahoma, 487
U.S. 815 (1988), a plurality of the Supreme Court held that executing persons who were 15-years-old when
they committed murder, violates the
Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments.
The plurality concluded that executing 15-year-olds (has not made, and)
could not make "any measurable contribution to the goals that capital punishment is intended to achieve [retribution and deterrence)." The Court
stated that executing 15-year-olds constituted "nothing more than the purposeless and needless imi)osition of
pain and suffering' ... and thus an
unconstitutional punishment."
The plurality, in an opinion by
Justice Stevens, found that "[g)iven
the lesser culpability of the juvenile

offender, the teenager's capacity for
growth, and society's fiduciary obligations to its children," [the retribution rationale] is "simply inapplicable
to the execution of a 15-year-old offender." The deterrence rationale was
found inapplicable for two reasons.
First, "[t]he likelihood that the teenage offender has made the type of
cost-benefit analysis that attaches any
weight to the possibility of execution
is so remote as to be virtually nonexistent" and; Second, even if a.15-yearold did engage in such a "cold-blooded
calculation" it is unlikely that such a
person "would be deterred by the
knowledge that a small number of
persons his age have been executed
during the 20th century."
However, in a concurring opinion, Justice O'Connor employed far
different reasoning. Justice O'Connor
believed that "[t]he most salient statistic that bears on this case is that
every single American legislature that
expressly set a minimum age for capital punishment has set that age at 16
or above." Justice Scalia wrote a dissenting opinion in which he was joined
by Chief Justice Rehnquist and Justice
White. This dissent became the basis
for a plurality decision written by Justice Scalia in Stanford v. Kentucky,
109 S. Ct. 2969 (1989).
Jn Stanford, the plurality held
that the execution of 16-year-olds does
not violate the Eighth and Fourteenth
Amendments. What is most striking
about the plurality opinion, is not the
conclusion that the Constitution does
not proscribe the execution of 16- and
17-year-olds, but the analysis employed by Justice Scalia in reaching
that conclusion.
The plurality in Stanford decided
that because there is not a "national
consensus" that 16- and 17-year-olds
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should never be subject to the death
penalty, such sentences do not violate
the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments. Justice Scalia resolved the "national consensus" question by first
counting the death penalty states that
expressly prohibited the execution of
16-and 17-year-olds. He then compared that number to the number of
death penalty states that did not have
explicitly prohibit, and thus implicitly permitting, the execution of 16and 17-year-olds. He found that of
the 37 states that permit capital punishment, only 15 prohibit the execution of persons under 17-years-old,
and that only 12 prohibited the execution of persons 17-years-old.
Therefore, Justice Scalia and the
rest of the plurality determined there
was not a "national consensus" against
the execution of 16 and 17-year-olds.
To reach this conclusion, Justice Scalia
ignored 13 of the 50 states and the
District of Columbia. In this way
Stanford gave birth to a new and
strange school of Constitutional interpretation, one where the Eighth
Amendment means what the death
penalty states alone dictate the meaning of the Eighth Amendment.
In all fairness to Justice Scalia, it
makes some sense to examine only
the death penalty states in order to
determine which states make a distinction between persons under 18years-old and persons 18-years-old
and above for purposes of imposing
capital punishment. But can such an
analysis fairly be said to be an assessment of "national consensus"?
Justice O'Connor, in a concurring opinion, provided the crucial fifth
vote in Stanford. Justice Kennedy,
who took no part in the consideration
of Thompson, joined the plurality
opinion in Stanford. Hence, the
Thompson decision may be considered to be among those endangered
by the Court's suggestion in Payne v.
Tennessee, 111 S. Ct. 2597 (1991), of
its eagerness to reconsider recent 5-4
decisions reached over spirited dissents. Although Thompson was not a
5-4 decision, this can most likely be
attributed to, particularly in light of
Stanford, the non-participation of Justice Kennedy. Justice O'Connor concurred in the Thompson judgement
only, resulting in there being no majority in agreement on the reasoning.
Couple this with the fact that twofourths of the Thompson plurality
have since retired from the Court,
Thompson most probably falls within
the ambit of the 5-4 cases referred to
in Payne. The dissent in Thompson
will most assuredly be characterized
as spirited because Justices Scalia and
Rehnquist made up two-thirds of the
dissenters.

its a State from carrying out a sentence of death upon a prisoner who is
insane." In so holding, Justice
Marshall, writing for the majority, relied heavily on the common law's prohibition against executing the insane,
as well as the fact that when Ford was
decided "no State in the Union
permit[ted] the execution of the insane."
At common law, various rationales were given for the prohibition
against executing the insane. The
states, although in agreement as to
the prohibition, were not in accord as
to the reasons for that prohibition. The
Court concluded that "[w ]hether its
aim be to protect the condemned from
fear and pain without comfort of understanding, or to protect the dignity
of society itself from the barbarity of
exacting mindless vengeance, the restriction finds enforcement in the
Eighth Amendment."
This holding may also be in jeopardy as a result of the Court's suggestion in Payne. In Ford, four justices,
three of whom are still on the Court
(Rehnquist, O'Connor, and White),
refused to join the Court's holding
that the Eighth Amendment bars executing the insane. On the other hand,
only two of the five justices in the
majority on that point are sti11 on the
Court (Stevens and Blackmun).
Given the Stanford plurality's
mode of analysis, things could get interesting if some states were to suddenly permit the execution of an insane prisoner. I think, however, that
if Justice Scalia was to agree with the
Ford majority's evaluation of the restriction in place when the Eighth
Amendment was ratified, he would
adhere to a strict "intent of the framers" interpretation and hold that the
Eighth Amendment proscribes executing a condemned prisoner who is insane.
In Penry v. Lynaugh, 492 U.S.
302 (1989), the Court, this time in a
majority opinion by Justice O'Connor,
again looked to the State legislatures
to determine the meaning of the Eighth
Amendment. In Penry, the Court
found that "at present, there is insufficient evidence of a national consensus
against executing mentally retarded
people convicted of capital offenses
for us to conclude that it is categorically prohibited by the Eighth Amendment."
The Court's holding that executing a mentally retarded person does
not inherently violate the Eighth
Amendment may raise a question in
some minds: Is outcome in Penry consistent with the outcome in Thompson? Consider that according to the
American Association on Mental Retardation, all mentally retarded persons,
by definition have the mental
Mental deficiency
In Ford v. Wainwright, 477 U.S. capacity of a 12-year-old or younger.
399 (1986), the Supreme Court held Accordingly, whereas in Thompson a
that "the Eighth Amendment prohib- plurality of the Court held that per-
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sons 15-years-old were not capable of
acting with the degree of culpability
required for imposition of the death
penalty, in Penry the Court held that
persons who have the mental capacity of a 12-year-old or younger, are
capable of acting with the requisite
culpability.
Therefore, by insisting on using
its "national consensus" mode of analysis, this Court fails to rectify the inconsistencies in the States' legislation.
This can be added to the other flaws
in this Court's reasoning in death penalty cases. For example, the inherent
contradiction that arises when professing to determine the "national consensus" while at the same time excluding 13 states and the District of
Columbia from consideration, and the
Court's leaving the meaning of the
Eighth Amendment to be determined
by the death penalty states.

Offenses
A plurality of the Supreme Court
held in Coker v. Georgia, 433 U.S. 584
(1977), that a sentence of death is a
disproportionate punishment for rape
and, therefore, violates the Eighth
Amendment prohibition against cruel
and unusual punishment. The plurality refused to "accept the notion" that
a rapist who does not himself take a
life should not be punished, regardless of aggravating factors, more
heavily than a deliberate ki\\er who,
absent a finding of aggravating circumstances, cannot be executed.
Oddly, neither Justice Brennan nor
Justice Marshall joined in the plurality opinion, opting instead to concur
on the ground that the death penalty
is at all times cruel and unusual punishment prohibited by the Eighth
Amendment.
Interestingly, the Coker plurality stated that the "attitudes of state
legislatures and sentencing juries do
not wholly determine this controversy,
for the Constitution contemplates that
in the end our own judgement will be
brought to bear on the question of the
acceptability of the death penalty under the Eight Amendment." This exact sentiment was expressed by the
plurality in Thompson as well. It is
clear from even the few decisions of
the Rehnquist-Scalia Court already
discussed, that the Coker plurality's
assessment of the Court's responsibility for defining the contours of the
Eighth Amendment no longer carries
the day.
This becomes especially evident
upon comparing Enmund v. Florida,
458 U.S. 782 (1982), with Tison v. Arizona, 481 U.S. 137 (1987). In Enmund,
decided pre-Scalia, the Supreme Court
held that the death penalty is disproportionate to the culpability and moral
blameworthiness of a person who does
n0t kill, intend to kill, or attempt to
kill, but is nonetheless convicted of
capital-murder by virtue of a felonymurder statute. The Court stated that
"[a]lthough the judgements of legislatures, juries, and prosecutors weigh
heavily in the balance, it is for us ultimately to judge whether the Eighth
Amendment permits imposition of the

death penalty on one such as
Enmund."
Thus, the Court's decision in
Enmund was consistent with Coker
in two important respects: First, the
Court accepted for itself the responsibility for determining the parameters
of the Eighth Amendment, rather than
simply let the death penalty States
dictate to the Court the contours of a
Federal Constitutional right; and, second, the Court again concluded that
death is a disproportionate punishment for someone who, although convicted of a "serious crime deserving
serious punishment[,]" did not himself take a life.
In Tison, however, the
Rehnquist-Scalia Court, in an opinion
by Justice O'Connor, reduced Enmund
to nothing more than superfluous chitchat among a few Supreme Court buddies. The Court concluded in Tison
that "major participation in the felony
committed, combined with reckless
indifference to human life, is sufficient to satisfy the Enmund culpability requirement." I think that following Tison, this Court would probably
find that any participation in the underlying felony sufficient for a conviction under a felon-murder statute
constitutes "major participation in the
felony committed." Furthermore, I
think that in most cases, as in Tison,
"major participation in the felony committed" is likely to be sufficient proof
of "reckless indifference to human life."
Consequently, satisfaction of the first
Tison prong will suffice to satisfy the
second Tison prong. Tison is, therefore, a departure from Coker and
Enmund insofar as it now permits the
execution of a person who did not
kill, intend to kill, or attempt to kill.
In Tison, the Court did not rely
for guidance exclusively on the State
legislatures. Rather, after evaluating
the various positions of the death-penalty states and concluding that there
is not a national consensus against
executing persons whose participation
in the underlying felony is major and
who lack an intent to kill, the Court
engaged in its own proportionality
analysis. Although this type of analysis may on its face seem to be a prudent course, the Court's analysis contains, what is in my opinion, a serious
flaw.
Justice O'Connor wrote that
"some nonintentional murderers may
be among the most dangerous and
inhumane of all." While this statement, standing alone, would be difficult to disagree with, Justice O'Connor
then gave some examples in an effort
to prove her point. That is where the
flaw arises. In all of Justice O'Connor's
examples, the "nonintentional murderer" was, unlike the Tison brothers,
the actual killer. Consequently, the
Court's reasoning in this regard, no
matter how persuasive one finds it to
be, was inapplicable to the facts of the
case the Court was deciding.
So there you have it; as the law
stands today, under the Eighth
Amendment, persons 15-years-old or
below cannot be executed (Thompson), but persons 16-years-old or
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above can be executed (Stanford); condemned prisoners who are insane at
the time of their scheduled execution
are safe until sane again (Ford), but
mentally retarded persons are not
spared (Penry); and, finally, persons
who rape but do not take a life cannot
have their life taken (Coker), but persons convicted of capital-felony-murder, whose participation in the underlying felony is major and who acts
with reckless indifference to human
life yet who does not kill, attempt to
kill, or intend to kill, may nevertheless have their life taken (Tison).
Jury selection
·In Witherspoon v. Illinois, 391
U.S. 510 (1968), the Supreme Court
held that "a sentence of death cannot
be carried out if the jury that imposed
or recommended it was chosen by excluding veniremen for cause simply
because they voiced general objections
to the death penalty or expressed conscientious or religious scruples against
its infliction." The Court was ruling
on the constitutionality of a conviction and death sentence imposed by a
jury selected in compliance with an
Illinois statute that provided "In trials
for murder it shall be a cause for challenge of any juror who shall, on being
examined, state that he has conscientious scruples against capital punishment, or that he is opposed to the
same." The Court emphasized that it
was not deciding whether the prosecution could challenge for cause
"those prospective jurors who state
that their reservations about capital
punishment would prevent them from
making an impartial decision as to the
defendant's guilt" or prevent them
from even considering the imposition
of the death penalty.
While the Court declined to conclude that the exclusion of jurors opposed to capital punishment results
in conviction-prone juries, it did find
that "in its role as arbiter of the punishment to be imposed, this jury fell
woefully short of that impartiality to
which the petitioner was entitled under the Sixth and Fourteenth Amendments." The Court also declared that
"a jury that must choose between life
imprisonment and capital punishment
can do little more-and must do nothing less-than express the conscience
of the community on the ultimate
question of life or death." Finally, the
Court stated that "a State may not
entrust the determination of whether
a man should live or die to a tribunal
organized to return a verdict of death."
Then came Wainwright v. Witt,
469 U.S.412 (1984). In Witt, the Court,
in an opinion by Justice Rehnquist,
concluded that "the proper standard
for determining when a prospective
juror may be excluded for cause be-
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cause of his or her views on capital
punishment" is "whether the juror's
views would 'prevent or substantially
impair the performance of his duties
as a juror in accordance with his instructions and oath."' In so holding,
the Court stated that exclusion of a
juror opposed to the death penalty
need not be based on a determination
that the juror would automatically
refuse to vote for a death sentence.
The Court likewise concluded that
under the new standard there is no
requirement that a juror's bias be
proved with "'unmistakable clarity."'
The standard established in Witt
is, thus, likely to result in precisely
the sort of tribunal warned against in
Witherspoon; that is one made up of
12 people who support the capital punishment. The Court seems to have
ignored the notion expressed in
Witherspoon that the jury should express the conscience of the community. Furthermore, there is some evidence, also ignored by the Court, in
both Witherspoon and Witt, that a
jury so comprised is more likely to
return a conviction. Thus, even in
cases where the jury chooses not to
impose the death penalty, the chance
of an innocent person being wrongfully convicted is increased.
A possible solution to this dilemma, and one suggested by New
York Law School's own Professor
Lahiff, is to prohibit the exclusion for
cause of people who express opposition to the death penalty, but not require a unanimous verdict for sentencing. This would result in a more
accurate reflection of the conscience
of the community in both the guilti1 mocence and sentencing phases ot
the trial.
An important case to watch is
Morgan v. Illinois, in which the Supreme Court granted certiorari last
term. 112 S. Ct. 295 (1991). The issue
to be decided is whether a trial court
in a capital case can refuse a defense
attorney's request that the judge ask
prospective jurors whether they
would automatically vote to impose a
death sentence if the defendant is convicted. In Morgan, the judge did ask
the jurors whether they were opposed
to the death penalty, and whether they
would automatically vote against imposing a death sentence, yet refused
to ask the jurors whether they would
automatically vote in favor of the death
penalty. Thus, the judge "death-qualified" the jury, but refused the
defendant's request to '1ife-qualify"
the jury.
In part two of this article, which
will appear in the next issue of The
Reporter, I will discuss, among other
matters, the (in)competency of counsel provided in capital cases, and some
of the habeas corpus reforms enacted
by the Supreme Court.
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SO YOU WANT TO BUY A NOTEBOOK COMPUTER
by Joseph Conway, '93
This is a good time to buy a notebook computer. By 1994, close to 50
million laptop and notebook computers will be in use throughou_t the US.
While most people who use laptops
and notebooks today are traveling
salespeople and college students, these
compact computers will soon become
commonplace throughout the legal
profession.
Too technical for me, you say?
Unfortunately, although many of us
were attracted to the law precisely
because we do not feel too comfortable with math or the sciences, every
recent industry forecast promises that
computers will be as commonplace
among lawyers as the yellow legal
pad is today. Actually, if you look
around you, they already are.
Over the past two years, the size,
weight and price of the average notebook computer has fallen dramatically. No longer a luxury item with a
limited practical range, a good notebook can rival a mainstream desktop
system in quality, usability and performance. Best of all, you can choose
from a virtually unlimited variety of
models, with the price tag on many
well under $2,000.
Notebooks really are portable.
Have a 30 minute commute to work
or school? Maybe you can use that
time to update an outline or finish a
brief. Need to shepherdize several
cases by tomorrow morning? Do it at
home. Having a notebook with a modem gives you the ability to access
Lexis or Westlaw just about anywhere
you can find a telephone line. This
means you aren't forced to stay at the
library late just to get to a Lexis or
Westlaw terminal. Computers are
meant to make our lives easier, and a
notebook can give you the flexibility
you need to be with your family and
friends and get your studying done.
There are, however, several
things to consider before rushing out
and dropping money down on the
first one you see. First and foremost,
do not let a salesperson pressure you
into a commitment you really cannot
or do not want to make. Second, do
not rely on them for any valuable information. Most of them do not know
the first thing about computers, and
are more interested in making a sale
than in making sure you have the right
equipment for your needs. Plan on
learning a little yourself about the different kinds of notebooks out there,
so you can make an informed decision. Set a schedule for yourself to
learn and make your decision, one of
about four or six weeks.
Spend the first three weeks just
browsing through a few magazines or
articles on notebook computing. They
can be a rich source of information,
and they really can save you from
making costly mistakes. Next, find a
few people that own or use notebook
computers, and ask them if you can
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try theirs for a few minutes (don't be
shy, most of these people are dying
for the chance to show them ofO.
Still a little confused about what
you should be looking for? With all of
the different types of notebook computers around, how do you know what
you really need? First, ask yourself
what you plan to do with a notebook
computer when you get one. Will
you use it mainly to type up memos,
papers and outlines for school and
work? If that's so, then ask yourself if
you want to run Windows-type programs, or if you're comfortable with
MS-DOS programs.

What you expect to get out of
your notebook, and the price you can
afford will determine which kind you
should look for. Today's notebooks
are available with a variety of processors types. There are 8808, 8086, 80286
and 80386 chips that can be used in
the CPU, and the one used in your
notebook will determine that model's
price, speed, and flexibility, as well as
the variety of programs that can run
on it. If you are planning to run Windows programs, the notebook you buy
will have to meet certain minimum
speed and CPU processor (the
"brains" of the computer) requirements. 8808 machines are not being
made anymore, but you can still find
them in most stores for bargain-basement prices. The 8086's are fine for
running older DOS-based word processors and simple spreadsheets. If
that is all you need, then one of these
laptops should suit you fine.
The 80286 notebooks are still
good, all-purpose DOS machines.
They will not be fast enough to run
Windows, no matter what the salesperson tells you. On the other hand,
80386 machines are cutting edge, and
will let you run Windows programs
with no problems at all.
Many people, including this author, hate DOS because it is so difficult to use. Windows is a graphical
"shell" program that lets you move
between applications using a mouse.
There are a great number of programs
that run under Windows, including

many easy-to-use word processors
and spreadsheets.
However, if you are comfortable
with DOS programs, then the most
you will really need is a 12 or 16MHz
80286 notebook. Some people will
even say that you could probably get
away with an 8086 notebook, which is
a lot less money, but be careful to
check two things before you buy one
of these: First, will it be compatible
with the programs you plan to run on
it? Second, will you be comfortable
with the slower speed of these machines? A notebook computer isn't
any good if the person who bought it
hates using it because it seems
too slow.
80386 machines come in
two versions.
The 80386SL is
similar to the
386SX, but it is a
next-generation
chip that has
"power management" programming built right
onto it. This
means that a
notebook that
uses the 386SL
chip knows how
to conserve its
own
battery
power, giving you the ability to use
your notebook for several hours more
than an SX-based machine before you
have to stop and recharge. The386SL's
are "state of the art," and are truly
amazing machines. However, they
are also priced at a premium, with the
cheapest street price currently around
$3800.

Below is a checklist of other
things to consider when looking for
your new notebook computer:
What kind of programs do you
want to run on your notebook computer?
If you plan to run Windows programs, then you have to get a 20MHz
386SX or SL notebook with a VGA
screen. A 16MHz machine is simply
not fast enough to run Windows applications- you will quickly grow tired
of waiting for the screen to catch up
with the program.
How much RAM does this notebook come with, and how much is the
maximum I can add on later?
Random Access Memory, or
RAM, is the place where the program
you are currently using stays. You
need enough RAM to hold the program, the document you are working
on, and Windows, if you are using
that. Try to get as much RAM as you
can when you buy the notebook. Most
come with 1-2MB RAM, and that's
just not enough if you want to run
Windows programs. 4MB will be sufficient. If the notebook comes with
2MB RAM, see if you can get the
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reseller to discount the RAM upgrade.
Don't pay list for any RAM upgrade.
And don't forget to check the
price of RAM addition cards. If you
want to add RAM after you buy your
notebook, Most manufacturers use
what is known as the proprietary
memory system, which means that
you have to buy their model RAM
upgrades, and sometimes the notebook has to be sent back to the reseller
to do the upgrade. The prices vary
greatly from model to model, so make
sure you check them out too.
Does the notebook have a hard
disk drive?
Do not buy a notebook PC unless it has an internal hard drive. Most
models built in the last two years have
an internal hard drive, but be careful
to check that the older models selling
at a discount have one. You really
need an internal drive, because using
floppy disks takes too long and is unreliable. A 20MB drive is as small as
you should go, because applications
today take up a lot of space. A 40 or
60 MB drive would be even better.
Some models even have BOMB drives,
and 120MB versions are coming soon.
How does the keyboard feel
when you type on it?
Because of the size and weight
requirements of notebook computers,
many designers skimp on the construction of the keyboard. This means
that you often get a mushy feel when
you type, or the notebook has a short
key return (how far down the key has
to go before it registers) which makes
extended typing sessions annoying.
This may sound silly, but try typing
on an uncomfortable keyboard for an
extended period of time. A notebook
is supposed to be easy to use, and a
poor keyboard is a real detraction.
On some designs, such as the Dell
320N, the keys have even been made
smaller than you would normally find,
and that makes it hard for many users
to adjust, especially touch-typists.
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Fonts &Styles Inc. 200 Church Street (between Thomas & Duane)
Tel # 212-385-8784
How does the display look to
you?
To many people, the screen display is the most important feature of
their notebook computer. Make sure
the grays are even across the entire
screen. Some screens wash out around
the edges, becoming unreadable.
.Many notebooks now offer 10"
screens. Don't get anything with a
screen smaller than 8.5'', especially if
you plan to run graphics programs
(like Windows).
Many notebook manufacturers
say that their notebook screens show
32 or 64 shades of gray, claiming that
such a high number is useful for running Windows on a monochrome
notebook. Actually a notebook that
runs just 16 well-defined and sharp
shades of gray often runs Windows
better, because the smaller number of
shades are better defines and sharper.
Does the screen have a reverse
video function?
Reverse video lets you toggle
between contrasts, allowing you to
choose between white lettering on a
black background, or black lettering
on a white background. This function
may not seem that important, but in
areas with poor lighting, reversing the
contrast can often be a big help. Plus,
using white lettering on a black back-

Fax # 212-385-8764
ground saves battery power (the CPU
and screen will use less power because there are less pixels to manipulate).
Does the notebook have the industry-standard ports in the back of
the machine for connecting to things
like printers, scanners and extra
drives?
Check to see that there is at least
one parallel and one serial port, an
external keyboard port and a mouse
port. Also, look to see if your notebook has an extra video port, so you
can hook it up to a color monitor.
Check to see if the notebook keeps
these ports protected with covers or
doors. That will keep dust out of
your machine and prolong its life.
Check how sturdy they are.
What kind of battery does this
notebook use?
Nickel Cadmium? Ni-Cad batteries are the type most commonly
found in today's notebook computers. No matter what manufacturers
say, these batteries typically last only
2-3 hours. These batteries can be recharged about 500 times. Also, they
suffer from the "memory effect,"
which means that you have to drain
them completely before recharging or
they loose their effectiveness.
Nickel Hydride? Currently, only

two major notebook manufacturers teries by one or two hours. Ask jf
use nickel hydride batteries: Toshiba your computer has a deep-sleep, auto
and Dell (but only on its 320N+ resume or standby mode. These will
model). Nickel hydride is a new tech- power-down the CPU and other parts
nology, offering an average of 1-2 of the machine to a lower clock speed
hours more battery life than Ni-Cad to save energy. (If you buy a notebatteries. Nickel hydride doesn't suf- book with an internal modem, make
fer from the ghosting or memory ef- sure it powers down when not in use).
Another must is a "low battery"
fect of Ni-Cad batteries.
Lead Acid? This one is only used warning feature. An LED indicator
in the Apple PowerBook 100. But it is or an audio alarm that lets you know
really toxic, so be careful.
when you are about to rune out of
How easy is it to change the bat- battery power is a must if you do not
want to accidentally loose informateries in mid-use?
Do you have to loosen any tion.
screws or hatches, or remove a plate?
Does this notebook come with a
Forget these machines. If changing carrying case?
If it does, check it out. Look to
the battery means anything more than
sliding back a cover and popping a see how well-constructed it is. Is it
battery in, forget it. Ask if the batter- waterproof? Is it conspicuous? You
ies can be recharged while you are do not want to walk down the street
using the notebook?
with a case hanging over your shoulder that screams out "I've got an exExtra batteries?
See if the notebook comes with pensive, and easily pawnable, toy inan extra battery? If not, see if the side." If a case does not come with
salesperson will throw one in as part the notebook, ask if the dealer will
of the package. Ask how much extra throw one in.
batteries cost. Do not forget to ask
Does this notebook come with
how big the battery recharger is, and an internal modem?
how much it weighs.
Don't pay more than $200 above
Does the notebook have a the stated price to add an internal
power-management system?
modem.
A good power management system can prolong the life of your bat(CONT. ON PAGE 20)
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THE ENVIRONMENT

JAMES BAY
By Nat Barber '92
On January 30, 1992, the Association of the Bar of the City of New
York hosted a forum addressing environmental, economic and other issues
surrounding Hydro-Quebec's Great
Whale hydroelectric project in the
James Bay and Hudson Bay region of
northern Quebec. While some of the
audience consisted of the vocally partisan, most were conservatively
dressed, reserved and without their
partisanship pinned to their sleeves.
Accessorizing one comer of the Meeting Hall was the glowing lapel pin of
media scrutiny - the lights and cameras of the press. All that extra wattage did little to illuminate the hall's
dim interior and, ironically, the notable wattage of the New York Times
cast little light on the evening's proceedings in an article appearing in the
February 1 issue. I say "ironic" because the entire forum was about extra wattage. Does New York need it?
What procedures will shape the
decisionmaking? Should those extra
watts come from Hydro-Quebec and
if so, ultimately, at what cost to the
James Bay region flora and fauna, human and otherwise?
For those just tuning in to this
issue, the speakers gave a concise synopsis of the positions of the major
players in Quebec, New York and the
United States. This article puts more

parties reached on January 23, 1992.
Terminology: Defining the Issue
The hydroelectric project at issue here is often referred to as the
James Bay Project. This is misleading.
The specific proposed development
at issue is called the Great Whale
Project("Grande Baleine" for you polyglots), named for the Great Whale
River. It is also correct to refer to it as
"James Bay 2", although this is a popularization. "James Bay 1" is formally
called the La Grande Project, after the
La Grande River. The La Grande
Project, if fully completed, will supply
approximately 15,400 megawatts and
flood regions on several rivers, not
just the La Grande. Five of the La
Grande Project's stations are complete
and six more are under construction
or development. The Great Whale
Project, if completed, will supply about

structure or as a sovereign state.
Quebec's criteria for a hydroelectric project are two: reliability and
cost. For the New York Power Authority ("NYPA"), which contracts
with power producers for New York's
electricity demand, affordable longterm contracts with reliable producers of electricity are necessary. l
In 1978, Americans perceived
hydroelectric power from Quebec as
less controversial than purchasing
OPEC oil to fire our own generators.
Hydro was perceived as cleaner and
safer for users of the environment.
But the NIMBY ('Not In My Back
Yard") syndrome arose in the context
of hydro as well because, while protecting the users of the environment
from fossil-fuel pollution is important,
so is protecting the source environment.2

meat on the 'Times' bare bones cover-

age by restating the salient points of
each of the five speeches. I have relied
for some additional information on
the materials several parties made
available to the public at the forum.
Any information from these handouts
, that illuminates a particular speech
appears in footnotes.
The Cast of Characters
Stephen Blank, Director of Canadian Affairs, Americas Society, and
Dr. Jan Beyea, Chief Scientist, National
Audubon Society, spoke first and last,
respectively. These ex-parte pundits
interpreted the controversy in light of
Canada's current constitutional and
cultural crisis, on the one hand, and
environmental science and ethics on
the other.
Sandwiched between Blank and
Beyea were the three speakers representing the major parties: Richard M.
Flynn, Chairman and CEO of the New
York State Power Authority; Richard
Drouin, Chairman and CEO of Hydro-Quebec; and Matthew CoonCome, Grand Chief of the Quebec
Cree. Hydro-Quebec was created in
1944 by the Quebec Legislative Assembly and is a joint-stock corporation. The Quebec government is the
sole shareholder. The content of these
three speeches centered on, to a greater
or lesser extent, the new procedures
for gathering facts and research, public hearings and, ultimately, reaching
a decision on whether to pursue the
Great Whale Project. Those new procedures are embodied in an Memorandum of Understanding between the
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one-fifth the megawatts of La Grande,
approximately 3,100, and also consist
of multiple hydroelectric stations on
several rivers in addition to the Great
Whale.
Dr. Stephen Blank -- Director of
Canadian Affairs, Americas Society
The people of Quebec are rising
to power. They stand at the focus of a
fierce constitutional debate: whether
Quebec will remain within Canada's
current constitutional structure or
whether Quebec will split from Canada
to become an independent state.
Related to this issue of self-determination is Quebec's economy.
Quebec's economic growth has for
years been centered on hydroelectric
power. Certainly, not all Quebecois
want a sovereign Quebec or want the
Great Whale hydroelectric project. But
Great Whale is nevertheless seen as
crucial to the Quebecois' ability to be,
as they say, maitres chez-nous - masters of their own house. Thus, Great
Whale has become a central issue for
Quebec's self determination, be it
within Canada's current constitutional

Canada is gripped by a perceived
need to protect against American influence and against the extraterritorial application of United States law.
Quebec's central position within
Canada's constitutional crisis places
the issue of New York's potential purchase of electricity from Hydro-Quebec firmly within the sphere of competition for autonomy. There's a clash
between Quebec's sovereign political
authority (with respect to the rest of
Canada and the United States) and
the fact that environmental problems
ignore provincial and international
boundaries.

Richard Flynn -- Chairman and CEO of
NYPA

The Environmental Review Process
in Canada
The position of NYPA is that,
from a public policy view, there is one
issue: fairness. That is, it is important
to fairly manage the decision, in the
United States and Canada, of whether
or not to (i) purchase hydro power
from Quebec, and (ii) build the Great
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Whale Project at all. The important
questions to ask about this process
are: Areall the alternatives being considered, including not proceeding with
the project, and are they fairly represented? Mr. Flynn believes that the
current procedures set out for deciding what to do about Great Whale are
fair and adequate because there are
"adequate forums" in the US and
Canada.
The problems with procedure
first received attention in April of 1991,
when the Canadian press reported attempts to "truncate" the review given
to the project. This means that the
environmental review of the project
was to be split into two phases. The
first phase would focus on growth
and infrastructure. This phased, or
truncated, review was advocated because it was thought that the contract
with New York for purchase of hydro
power would be lost if the review did
not excise or delay the troublesome
second phase, which was the environmental impact assessment.3 In response to these press reports Mr. Flynn
wrote to Canada and insisted that it
was vital that Canada do a complete
environmental review of the project.4
Mr. Drouin agreed, "mostly." Therefore, on January 23, 1992 all parties
agreed to proceed with an environmental assessment with no truncated
review and with a comprehensive consideration and analysis of (a) need (b)
variance in design to mitigate adverse
effects, (c) sociological factors such as
impacts on native peoples and (d) effects on wildlife and the environment.
The environmental review process as
it relates to Canada, therefore, works,
stated Mr. Flynn.
The Environmental Review Process
in New York
Mr. Flynn argues that, for New
York, the criteria for deciding whether
or not to purchase electricity from
Quebec should be:
Is it needed?
Is it cheaper?
Is it environmentally safe to produce?
NYPA and Quebec are now assessing New York's new 1992 energy
realities with the support of Governor
Cuomo. Cuomo told the NY Department of Environmental Conservation
("DEC" ) to prepare an environmental
impactstatement. OnJanuarylS, 1992,
the DEC released the text of the scope
of the study to be conducted.5 Cuomo
also ordered a study of the economics
of the contract with Hydro-Quebec as
compared with all other options.6
Because there are now sophisticated forums and procedures in place
in the United States and Canada for
consideration of these issues, the results of this review process should be
good. If the procedure is flawed and
if fairness is not satisfied, Mr. Flynn
will not sign the contract with HydroQuebec. Mr. Flynn calls for basic fairness in managing change and exhorts
us to "let the sophisticated procedures
work."
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Richard Drouin - Chairman and CEO
of Hydro-Quebec
Hydro-Quebec is a business partner with NYP A. Since Hydro-Quebec
produces more than enough electricity for its own needs, it sells some of
the excess to New York. HydroQuebec's main focus is to keep the
electricity flowing, especially during
the winter when 70% of Quebec's winter heat demand is met by electricity.

Whale is found, will Great Whale be
dropped?
Mr. Coon-Corne predicts that if
a proper environmental review is conducted under the procedures agreed
to in the Memo of Understanding the
outcome will be cancellation of Great
Whale.

Hudson's
Bay

New York's Role
The actions of New York State,
Governor Cuomo and Mr. Flynn have
been instrumental in forcing Quebec
to change its review procedures.
Not entering the 1,000 megawatt
contract with Hydro-Quebec would
free up state money that could be used
to create jobs. There are better alternatives to building Great Whale. New
York can avoid hurting the Cree. Chief
Coon-Corne stated that minutes of the
NYPA indicate that Hydro-Quebec is
reformulating its plans to build different plants.
If New York and Vermont approach an energy contract with Hydro-Quebec with preserving the James
Bay region in mind, the Cree would
not oppose export sales of electricity.
As it stands now, however, the Cree
oppose a contract with New York that
is based on Hydro-Quebec's present
plans for Great Whale River and James
Bay.
The consent of the Cree is needed
for this project, and they will continue
to battle. Chief Coon-Corne considers it a foregone conclusion that the
Great Whale project will proceed because of the political influence Hydro-Quebec has within the Quebec
government.

The Options for Meeting Future
Energy Demand
Both New York and Quebec are
concerned about the effect of future
development on native peoples. Hydro-Quebec's designs focus on meeting domestic needs, but Hydro-Quebec will develop only after completion of an environmental impact analysis with public hearings by the Canadian Federal and Provincial governments.
Conseroation
New York and Canada also share
a commitment to conservation as an
energy policy. Conservation will save
Canada $7.4 billion by not building
new facilities. However, conservation will not save enough to meet the
growing demand, and some facilities
need replacement. Because the demand for electricity will exceed the
supply in ten years despite the best
conservation measures yet known, it
is not too early to plan now for meeting future demand.
Traditional and Alternative Sources
After conservation, traditional
and alternative sources can be used to
meet demand. Traditional sources
include coal, oil, nuclear and natural
gas. From Canada's point of view,
there are problems with most of these.
Natural gas is available. Nuclear
power plants cost 50% more to operate than hydroelectric plants. Coal is
a cause of concern by itself, and the
United States' Clean Air Act makes
using coal even more problematic.
Using oil would increase dependency
on foreign sources. And because of
Canada's high la titu de there is insufficient light for solar power.
Hydroelectric power, then, is the
best option for Canada. Ninety-five
percent of Quebec's power comes from
the 53 hydroelectric generating stations operated by Hydro-Quebec.
Hydro is clean and renewable. But
hydroelectric is not free: the costs
come in the form of diverting water to
different forms while trying to mitigate the impacts upon the environment. Nevertheless, a cost-benefit
analysis favors hydroelectricity.
The Environmental Review Process
for Great Whale
In conducting the environmental impact analysis for Great Whale all
parties will be represented, the review
will not be rushed, and the native
peoples will play a "predominant
role." Funding has been set up for the
Cree and Inuit to participate in the
review process.7
The New York DEC decided not
to duplicate the Canadian review because it is global and comprehensive.

Map of Quebec and the James Bay Region

Hydro-Quebec is now reviewing the
contract with NYPA in response to
the change in New York's needs.

it's a bad development decision based
on faulty demand-side reasoning.
In Canada, plans for a development are sent to a committee for enviMatthew Coon-Come -- Grand Chief of
ronmental review by an Advisory
the Quebec Cree
Panel. Environmental review in
Cree values have changed from Canada "is a joke." There are none of
the time when they were hunters. But the procedural safeguards that exist
the Cree have not had time to change in the United States. The governments
and heal, and now the decisions of of Quebec and Canada are trying to
outsiders will once again dictate the avoid environmental review. The Cree
future of the Cree. The Cree have have won seven law suits alleging that
already paid dearly in social disrup- the 1975 Agreement had been intended
tion: suicide, family violence, alcohol to appease and circumvent the Cree
anddrugabusc. Two thousand people and
avoid responsibilities. The
have been relocated from traditional procedures for environmental review
hunting grounds because Quebec under the Memo of Understanding9
ur. 1an tleyea - Lmer ::>cienttst,
are the first meaningful environmenplans to build.
National Audubon Society
There are three issues today in tal review and a test of Canada, QueDr. Beyea began by focusing in
Quebec: (1) The Constitution, (2) the bec and Hydro-Quebec. Will they take
the
physics
of the James and Hudson
separation of Quebec and (3) the Great the full, required three years? Will
Bays
water
systems. He stated that
Whale Project. When the Cree signed there be an absence of political preschanges
in
river
flow could cause rethe agreement,8 they agreed to one sure? If a better alternative to Great
project, while recognizing the possibility of future projects without consenting to them then. Hydro-Quebec
says the Cree have received compensation. But no amount of money can
take the place of the land. James Bay 1
has been built, but not Great Whale.
The 1975 Agreement was to protect
traditional Cree rights on the land.
Expert Services Include:
The Cree thought that they would finally be able to control their future.
-Professional Writing
But the Cree are always the ones asked
-Cover Letters & Mailings
to pay, togiveuplandand move over.
-Editing
Whites only talk to the Cree when
they want something and when they
-Printing
get it they forget the Cree and break
-Storage for Updating
the treaties.
Mr. Coon-Corne points out that
the Hydro-Quebec Vice President in
- Free Consultation charge of the environment used to be
in charge of Public Relations.
150 Nassau St. NYC
Destroying the the habitat for
the wildlife upon which the Cree de(Across from City Hall I next to Pace University)
pend drives the Cree off the land. "I
can't put it more simply than that."
212-227-1434
Great Whale will destroy all the major
rivers in the affected area.
*** 10% Discount ***
Mr. Coon-Come is not against
(with this ad)
development, but is against irresponsible development. James Bay 2 should
be rejected not only because it destroys the Cree way of life but because
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gional changes in circulation of water
with unknown results.
James Bay is of great concern to
all environmental organizations. Dr.
Beyea claimed to present, in this
speech, the most conservative scientific viewpoint. The entire environmental community sees the James Bay
projects as a major problem.
Wildlife, Wilderness, Native Cultures, Energy Alternatives.
There is one energy alternative
that is good for Quebec and New York
and·it requires vision and cooperation
to make it work. While on one side
there is the assumption that hydroelectric power on any scale is benign
and the best alternative, on the other
side is the sure knowledge that this is
an erroneous assumption. Habitat and
wilderness are scarce and becoming
scarcer. Quebec has no long-term wilderness plan. The United States' demand driven economy compounds
Quebec's lack of planning for the future and will cause Canada to make
the same mistakes the U.S. has made
with it's shrinking wilderness and
habitats.
Rivers are the lifeblood of ecosystems. Interference with river systems greatly reduces biological diversity. Many of those who think that
hydroelectric is benign are in New
York State agencies.
A river is the heart of an ecosys-

tern even though it represents a small mitigation of the effects of dam conpercentage of the geographic area. A struction, and it sees construction as
hydroelectric station will ruin the ecol- preordained; not building a dam is
ogy of the system because it blocks inconceivable to Hydro-Quebec. Are
nutrients and sediment flow, flattens there any conditions under which
the variability in the river that occurs Hydro-Quebec would not go forward
naturally with the seasons, and also with Great Whale? Chairman Drouin,
flattens the river's height.
Dr. Beyea points out, talks only about
Hydroelectric is only good on a the impact of building Great Whale.
moderate scaie. But engineers do not
ALTERNATIVES
understand the concept of moderation; they were never trained in modFossil fuels
eration. Engineers are trained to deEnvironmental organizations
sign the possible, to accomplish maxi- strongly favor cutting back on fossil
mization, to achieve the massive. And fuels in favor of other energy altemathe scale of what Hydro-Quebec has . tives, ''but no environmental organiin mind is massive because Hydro- . zation wants cleaner air this way Quebec has great engineers.
on the backs of the Cree and wildCanada is planning dams all over life." There are better ways to imon enormous scales. The entire north prove the quality of the air. Hydro
end of the eastern migratory bird fly- has lost its economic edge, so now
way is at risk. It is easy to see that proponents of hydro lamely argue that
fresh water flow drives hydrology in hydro is needed to diversify the enthe region, and an ecological disaster ergy supply.
of regional proportions could occur
Solar
from the cumulative impacts of the
Solar
energy
could be viable by
dams comprising the Great Whale
2001.
But
unless
individual
citizens
Project and other dams in other provit
will
not
be
viable
even
then.
Dr.
act
inces. Hydro-Quebec's response is
Beyea
encourages
citizens
to
particithat there are "no problems" associated with its projects. But Hydro- pate in a campaign in which each perQuebec focuses only on incremental son would enclose a note to their utilimpacts and is afflicted with the myo- ity with their payment demanding that
pia typical of conservatives. Hydro- ten percent of the utility's energy come
Quebec, which is in the business of from solar power within ten years.
Conservation Transfers 10
building dams, has decided that hyFor environmentalists, the probdroelectric is the best alternative. Hydro-Quebec therefore focuses only on lem with hydroelectric imports from
Canada is demand-side management.
This focus on demand and allowing
demand to drive energy policy makes
conservation transfers with Quebec
problematic. Recently, however, a
judge in Vermont reasoned that parties that may potentially contract with
Quebec for power should explore a
contract that has conservation transfers. In the minds of environmentalists there is the risk of sham transfers.
Environmentalists call, rather, for a
new philosophy of development that
is non-divisive and that will yield new
partnerships.
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Squaring Off
This is an even fight. Public opinion on hydro and the environment is
changing in Quebec, and the economics of hydro are not as attractive as
they once appeared. In addition, a
strong point of the argument for restraint in developments that would
destroy habitat is the expectation that
mankind will destroy 20-50% of the
planet's remaining species within fifty
years.
Ethical Issues
Ethical issues are at the core of
this controversy. Moral crises do not
always occur elsewhere, to other
people while sparing us. When we
are faced with a moral issue, however, it is often not a question of separating the good people from the bad,
separating "us" from "them." Instead,
dealing with moral issues often means
separating the good and the bad within
ourselves. It is possible to separate
them, to reevaluate and choose our
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porate values of moderation. It is
possible for all of us to make a moral
decision about James Bay and the
region's ecology. Everyone involved
needs to take a hard look at the moral
issues here. If the James Bay 2 project
goes forward it will be a "moral crime
and everlasting shame upon us."
Endnotes
1 This identity of criteria means that
Quebec's hydroelectric industry is demand-side driven.
2 "Source environment" in the context
of hydroelectric power translates as that
area of land upon which a hydro project
has an environmental impact. The Great
Whale project would flood of a total of
673 square miles, an area approximately
the size of Lake Erie. However, the source
environment is far larger: the James Bay
Task Force, which opposes the project,
states that Great Whale would affect the
ecology of an area three times the size of
New York State.
3 The Hydro-Quebec/NYPA power
export contract was linked to the timing of
the Canadian review process, so that at the
same time that growth and infrastructure
were under review, the possibility of losing the contract would also be on people's
minds. Only later, once the project was
approved, would environmental impacts
be assessed, if at all.
4 In a letter to Hydro-Quebec dated
April 3, 1991, NYPA expressed its opposition to any truncation of the review process and expressed its support for "a thorough environmental analysis, including
the assessment of impacts, before the
projects are approved and built."
5 The major headings of the "Proposed
Scope of the Generic Environmental Review of Impacts in New York State from
the Cancellation of the 1000 Megawatt
Contract with Hydro-Quebec" are: Proposed Action; Environmental Setting
(New York State); Impacts; Alternatives
(Retain the Contract, Cancel the Contract).
6 The basic elements of the "Hydro
Quebec Economics Study" will be: Regional Electric System Context; Capacity
Need Analysis; Comparison of Hydro
Quebec Contract with Yardsticks; Technology Assessment of Supply- and Demand-Side Alternatives; Conservation
Transfers; Electric System Analysis; Transmission System Impacts; Natural Gas
Deliverability and Price; Price Risk Assessment; Job, Earnings and Tax Impacts;
and Value of Emissions Reductions.
7 Pursuant to the January 23, 1992
"Memorandum of Understanding" between the parties and a letter of the same
date, two funds have been established to
assist the participation of the Cree, the
Inuit, the Makivik Corporation and the
Kativik Regional Government in the review process. The funds total $5,000,000
(Canadian).
8 The agreement Mr. Coon-Come refers
to is the James Bay and Northern Quebec
Agreement. According to printed information provided by Hydro-Quebec at the
forum, it was entered into in 1975 by the
governments of Canada and Quebec, the
Grand Council of the Crees of Quebec, the
Northern Quebec Inuit Association and
Hydro-Quebec. UndertheAgreementHQ
claims the right to complete the Great
Whale Project; the Cree do not agree on
this point.
9 Entered into January 23, 1992.
10 In a conservation transfer electricity
saved by conservation in Canada, for example, is sold to New York as excess production.
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ENVIRONMENTAL EXTRA HELP
By Peter Wagner '93
Primarily, my goal is to increase
the awareness and practice of recycling and ronservation at New York
Law School and at your homes.
At the end of last semester you
probably noticed that there were large
blue bins near the mailfolders and
copy machines. If you didn't, I hope
that all the studying was worthwhile.
Anyway, the New York Law School
paper recycling program is fully operational!!! I would like to thank all of
you who have used the blue bins to
recycle your old notes, meaningless
bulletins and screwed up Xerox copies. However, the greatest thanks must
go to Eliza Ryder '93, Facilities Manager George Hayes and the Environmental Law Society who have together
finally brought this long-awaited program to NYlS. We are currently trying to get a few more bins for the
LEXIS and WESTLAW rooms.
The bins accept almost any paper product, except magazines and
other glossy-type materials. Colored

paper and looseleaf paper is OK!
Please use the bins and don't throw
your paper into the garbage.
The rest of this article will be the
usual: facts, data and other envirostuff. Additionally, I will try to recommend books or a scheduled environmental seminar.
The first of these books is The
New York Environment Book, by Eric
Goldstein and Mark Izeman. This is a
Natural Resources Defense Council
(NRDC) Urban Environment Program
publication which describes the vast
environmental problems at NYC and
the outlying areas. Professor
Schoenbrod helped form the Urban
Environment Program when he was
with the NRDC. This book describes
in frightening detail the pressing dangers of the Fresh Kills landfill, air pollution and water pollution in NYC. It
also covers the existing recycling program in NYC (HAH!), as well as proposed alternative means of conservation such as incinerators and
composting. The book is an excellent

overview of the environmental melee
and uses statistics, charts and photos
to illustrate the most important areas
of concern. It's $14.95 and available at
Terra Verde, Spring Street (West of
Broadway).
The next book is the Consumer
Guide to Home Energy Savings by the
American Council for an Energy Efficient Economy. This is a "must buy"
before you purchase any appliance
(water heater, stove, air conditioner,
light bulb, washing machine, etc.).
This book lists the most energy efficient models and their list price and
their operating costs. It also gives conservation tips and advice. Send $8.95
ppd. to ACEE, 2140 Shattuck Ave.,
Suite 202 Berkeley, CA 94704.
The next bit of information relates to the Environmental Law Society. Meeting dates will be posted at
least three days prior to any meeting.
We need your input and advice for
programs and events for this semester. Last semester we held a very successful discussion on "Careers in En-

vironmental Law" and helped initiate
the paper recycling program. Additionally, we worked pro bono for the
Staten Island Citizens for Oean Air
(SICCA) in their struggle against the
proposed incinerator ashfill at the
Fresh Kills Landfill. Students from all
years helped to conduct research on
the viability of seeking National Wetlands Protection for the site, helped
research and draft memoranda of law,
and sought statistical information
from the residents near the proposed
site. This work will continue throughout Spring semester. For more information, go to the next Environmental
Law Society meeting.
I would like your input, questions, and comments regarding this
column. If you have specific questions
and would like them answered personally, drop a note in my mailfolder
or in the Environmental Law Society
mailfolder.

WHICH SPECIES IS ENDANGERED, ANYWAY?
Lucas v. South Carolina Coastal
By Christopher Luongo '93
Joggine fnrPSts.
111 January of this year, the
United States Forest Service set aside
7 million acres of forest in Washington for the preservation of the spotted
owl. As a direct result, 33,000 well
paid logging jobs have been lost.
The Wall Street Journal reported
last month that the loss of these jobs
has virtually destroyed dozens of communities. Families have broken up.
Alcoholism and drug usage have skyrocketed. Depression and domestic
violence have become the norm. Even
the murder rate has jumped.
Yet the furry little owl sleeps
soundly.

THE HOAX

Now as it turns out, the spotted
owl may not be as endangered as previously thought. According to the
Jack Ward Thomas Committee, (comprised of owl experts from the United
States Forest Service and other government agencies) the spotted owl is
less distinct and vulnerable than believed.
Originally it was thought that
after logging a forest, the owl's habitat was destroyed. This, it was believed, would in turn kill the owl. The
new evidence, brought forth by the
Committee in last month's National
Review, suggest this assumption is
false. It now appears that after logging a forest, the spotted owl sets up
residence in "second growth forests."
These second growth forests are post-

While hardly conclusive, it appears the furry little spotted owl never
needed the protection of the furry little
environmentalist.
Classic environmental overreaction. Thousands of jobs lost. Thousands of lives ruined. The environmental evidence was weak. And a
tiny animal has been protected that
didn't need protecting.
The people of Washington would have been better off if they were lizards.
At least then they would
have qualified as an endangered specious.
When will this movement come to its collective
senses?

But as the Court became smarter,
and not coincidentally, more ronservative, it has realized there is little
difference between the government
"physically" taking property and the
government passing a thousand laws
and/or regulations that diminish the
value of property.

BALANCING THE NEED FOR
JOBS

THE ENVIRONMENT
AND THE CONSTITUTION

Yet the environmental
movement may have run
into an unexpected opponent. The Constitution.
The Fifth Amendment prevents
the "taking of private property for
public purposes without just compensation". The Takings Clause, as it is
commonly known, basically prevents
the government from taking private
property without paying for it.
In the past, the liberal Supreme
Court has held that only the physical
taking of property qualified under the
Takings Clause.

court ruled in his favor. He subsequently lost on appeal. The ~upreme
Court agreed to hear his case. It is
widely believed that the Supreme
Court will side with Mr. Lucas.
If the Supreme Court does agree
with Mr. Lucas, then the environmental movement may berome an "endangered species". The movement
may not die, but it will shut down the
current regulatory juggernaut that
deprives citizens and businesses of
the full use of their property.

POOR MR. LUCAS

At least this is what David Lucas
believes. As a land owner along the
South Carolina shore, he had it made.
Then he found out there were laws in
South Carolina which prohibited him
from building anything on his property except an outhouse.
He sued and claimed that these
restrictive laws amounted to a Taking
under the Fifth Amendment. The trial
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This is especially relevant during a recession when jobs are scarce to
start. Adding mindless and repetitive environmental regulations makes
the cost of doing business more rostly
compared to our trading partners.
Which in turn slows down our
economy. Which is directly relevant
to all, for the recession has thrown
thousands of lawyers out of work.
In the future, if an environmentalist wants to pass a law or a regulation, they should ask: Does it cost jobs?
Are my claims scientifically valid? Is
the Constitution upheld? Hopefully,
then if environmental regulations are
needed (and some are), society will
distribute the cost more equitably.
Not just on one segment of the population, like the poor people of Washington.
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In Focus . .. Darlene Mileski
Angela Davila, 1L
A: The Christmas holiday is a time for
us to see all the family we didn't get to
see during the semester. Having to
study during Christmas takes all of
the joy out of the holiday.

Richard Klass, 3L
A: It's important that the school give
off for all religious holdays, so that
students don't have unnecessarily
miss classes.
~

Janice Tyson, 1L (Right)
A: Please!!! The Christmas break is
my time to go out and enjoy myself.
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Jonathan P. Ibsen, lL

Michael Maxson, 2L
A: Exams must be kept before Christmas break. Nothing else matters.
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A: I don't think the semester schedule
should be changed. There is ample
time for students to work over the
summer. Additionally, the holidays
during the semester provide a needed
break from the hectic pace of the semester.
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IIARRY CONNICK, JR.
HE'S PERFECT AND PROGRESSIVELY RETRO

the fastest people
on the track· team,
they had the highest G.P.A., and
there was a waiting
list to go out on a
date with them. I
hated these people,
because, besides
being perfect, one of
them usually lived
next door to me.
This would cause
my mother to wonder out loud, "why
can't you be more
like [fill in the perfect person of your
choice]."
Harry Connick Photo courtesy of Sony
Harry Con-nick, JR. is one of
By Michael Simone '93
those people. He sings like Frank
Sinatra, plays a great jazz piano, and
There are some people who are women all over America drool over
just too popular, good Iookin~ and his pictures. To top it all off, he is
talented. You probably went to high only24yearsold. He is perfect. Thankschool with one of them. They were fully, I don't have to hate him because

my mother is unaware of his existence.

strate their talent.
The multi-talented Harry sings
and plays piano on each song. His
Blue Light, Red Light
voice is natural and expressive. His
best
numbers are those that are
Blue Light, Red Light is Harry
uptempo
and have fun, catchy lyrics.
Connick JR.'s third album with a swing
"Blue
Light,
Red Light (Someone's
band. For the first time he has wriitten
/1
There),"
A
Blessing
And A Curse,"
or co-written all the songs, although
and
"You
Didn't
Know
Me When."
you probably would't know it by lisare
these
type
of
songs.
"Blue
Light,
tening to the album, because it sounds
Red
Light"
opens
the
album
with
like it was recorded 40 years ago. His
Harry
and
his
love
living
poor
but
music is World War II Top-40. There
happy
in
New
York
City,
dreaming
are no synthesizers, no drum machines, and no computers controlling about moving up ("One day we'll
any portion of the music. However, move uptown/ Or even out to the
some comforts of technology have not countryside/ and for every leaf on a
been overlooked, the album is com- tree/ We'll add one cub to the pride").
pletely digital, and the CD sounds In "A Blessing And A Curse" he complains that he can't get a girl off his
crystal clear.
mind
("I forget what happens on the
Harry is backed by a big band.
Fourth
of July I Or when the rent is
It is huge by modem standards, condue/
Dates
and deadlines just float
sisting of 18 musicians playing Saxophones, Clarinets, Trombones, and
Trumpets. A section of each song is
(CONT. ON PAGE 19)
set aside foreach musician to demon-

AND THE WINNER IS ...
THE

By Michael Popkin '93
The so-called most prestigious
music award show, the 34th annual
Grammy Awards was recently held
in Radio City Music Hall. Just on
question: How many of us are sick of
award shows? There is the American
Music Awards, the MTV Music
Awards, the Billboard Music Awards,
ect. (and that is just in the art of music). The other arts have a multitude
as well. Well, this is the Grammys,
one of the biggest, soi t has to be good,
right? Wrong!
Another year has gone by that I
have anxiously anticipated the
Grammys and again I have found
myself sorrily disappointed. I do not
put the blame on any one thing because I don't believe that you could
possibly entertain people with a show
like this for over three hours. The
show was way too long. Even myself,
an avid music fan, almostdidn'tmake
it through the whole show. You can
only listen to artists thanking people
who you don't know for so long without becoming bored. It would probably not have been that bad if we
didn't have to hear the same speech

"EXCITING" (NOT!) GRAMMY AWARDS

by the dame artist at least three times.
Not only are the songs we get to hear
played out, but they have been performed on at least two music award
shows previous to this one.
But let me get to this particular
show in general. Previous host Billy
Crystal (Who has moved up to hosting the Academy Awards), was replaced by another comic, Whoopi
Goldberg (thank heavens it wasn't
Arsenio Hall). has wore a beautiful
dress (NOT!) and while funny at times,
all to often it seemed like she was
trying to save a sinking ship. Her one
highpoint and indeed a highlight of
the show, was the poetry reading she
did accompanied by the amazing
Bobby McFerrin, to promote AIDS
awareness.
As far as the awards go, there
were basically no surprises. It seems
as if the voters have a general idea of
who they like, or perhaps, who they
have heard of, is a better phrase, and
that is who generally gets the award.
Big winners included Natelie Cole and
Bonnie Ratt. Marc Cohn's Best New
Artist Award did restore a little bit of
my faith in the show, but just a little.
As far as the Best Rap Song Duo or
Group Award going to DJ Jazzy Jeff

and the Fresh
Prince, I don't
know how, personally I'm
down
with
O.P.P. If it
wasn't too obvious that the
voters are still
trying to make
up to Metallica
for giving the
award for best
Metal Performance in 1989
to Jethro Tull,
Lars Ulrich of
Metallica it out
in his acceptance speech as
Metallica accepted their
third Grammy
Natalie Cole, photo courtesy of Elektra
in three years.
On to performances. Both the biggest of the music award shows,
Mariah Carey (wearing a dynamite I believe that the performing artists
dress) and Michael Bolton turned in should be allowed to perform any
their usual up to par performances, as song they want and that it should be
did L.L. CoolJ, and Metallica. Unfor- done even better than usual. I would
tunately I found them all to be boring have really liked to have heard Marc
as I have seen them perform on three
(CONT. ON PAGE 20)
previous award shows. This being
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THE NEW LOOK METS
gered players, and Harrelson who will not age them. In most professhowed indifference.
sional sports, each year after 35 is like
In the free agent market, the a dog year.
The Major League Baseball seaMets outbidded several teams for the
In the winter trade meetings, the
son opens in early April, and Met fans
most attractive of the pool, Bobby Mets pulled off a major deal, sending
must be waiting with eager anticipaBonilla. The desperate Mets agreed Gregg Jeffries, Kevin McReynolds, and
tion. The team and management were
to pay Bonilla $5.8 million a year for Keith Miller to the Royals in exchange
tremendously revamped after last
five years. A pittance in retrospect for two-time Cy Young Award winyear's disappointing, losing season.
after the subsequent re-signing of Ryne ner Brett Saberhagen and infielder Bill
The Mets are now the highest paid
Sandberg by the Cubs for over $7 mil- . Pecota. The Mets gave more than
team in baseball, having bought, rather
lion a year. Sandberg however is a they received, but are an improved
than developing it's talent.
career Cub with a gold glove, while team as a result.
Conservative General manager
Bonilla is average in the field. At 29,
Jeffries and McReynolds couldn't
Frank Cashen was replaced by Al
Bonilla brings proven power and abil- produce consistently under the presHarazin, who was given the green
ity to knock in over 100 RBis. A shot sure of the New York fans and Media,
light by owners to make radical moves
in the arm of the Mets anemic offense. and Keith Miller was never really
and spend lots of cash to make the
His constant wide smile will sell many given a chance to play much. They
Mets winners again. The first move
tickets and improve the team's atti- will all flourish in Kansas City. Brett
Harazin made was within managetude.
Saberhagen is a top rate pitcher who
ment, replacing manager Bud
The Mets also picked up two fu- will solidify the pitching rotation.
Harrelson (fired by Cashen) with
ture hall of famer veterans in the free He's under 30 years old, but has a lot
proven success Jeff Torborg. Torborg,
agent market, Eddie Murray and Wil- of miles on his arm and a history of
former manager of the year with the
lie Randolph. Murray, at 36, is out of occasional tendonitis. Pecota is a deWhite Sox, is a take charge manager
his prime, but still capable of 90 RBis. cent hitter who can play any position
who relates to his players with honRandolph, 38 in July, has not indi- (he even pitched a couple of innings
esty and stresses the importance of
cated much decline either. Hopefully of relief last season).
family and community. A needed
the pressures of playing in New York
The Mets should now have one
change after Davey Johnson, who anof the best pitching rotations in the
league. Saberhagen's two Cy Young
awards speak for themselves. David
Cone led the league in strikeouts last
season. Dwight Gooden's surgically
repaired shoulder is healing quickly.
Sid Fernandez shed about 40 pounds
in the off-season and exercised everyday. Maybe he'll throw more consistently late in the game now that he's
in the best shape of his career. The
fifth spot in the rotation will be earned
during spring training. Too bad Frank
Viola was stubborn and signed with
the Red Sox.
The Bullpen is decent with closer
John Franco, but still lacks a power
strikeout pitcher. Perhaps the Mets
will bring up a young pitcher from
the farm system.
The Mets offense is now potentially explosive. Leading off is Vince
Coleman, who was out 90 games last
season with a tom hamstring. The
switch-hitting, base-stealing special57 MURRAY STREET
ist is followed by Randolph, a patient
contact hitter. The heart of the order,
(Between Church & West broadway)
Howard Johnson, Bonilla, and Murray
are all power switch hitters capable of
(BOWLING) @ASKETBALQ DARTS)
BALQ
20-30 homers and over 90 RBis a piece.
Whoever plays third base, either
Dave Magadan or Pecota, will bat
sixth. Magadan, although having an
off year in '91 because he tried to hit
home runs, can and has batted over
.300. Pecota's lifetime average is .254.
BURGERS,
DOGS, CDICKEl'I ~MEX FOOD
The seventh and eighth batters are the
weak spot, with short stop Kevin
Sl!RVED BY LVCY
Elster (.224 lifetime) and switch hitting Todd Hundley (.173 in a short
1 FULL Ul'ER SUPER MUGS OF BEER
stint last season). Elster has shown an
ability to hit .250 with some power,
FREE SNACKS & TACO CHIPS
and rookie Hundley can only get better.
The defense is speculatively below average. Questions remain about
Elster's weak surgically repaired

By ERIC S. LEVINE '93
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shoulder. He is a very talented shortstop, but the progress of his arm is
slow. Third base will be battled for
by Magadan and Pecota, and may end
up as a platoon. Magadan has a better bat, Pecota a better glove. If Elster's
shoulder doesn't improve quickly,
Pecota will play shortstop, thus improving the offense by having
Magadan' s bat in the lineup regularly.
Pecota is not a natural shortstop, and
may be a liability if he is there every
d~.
.
The right side of the infield will
be solid, with Murray at first and
Randolph at second base. Both have
soft hands, but neither are known for
their range (especially at their age).
Left and right field, played by
Coleman and Bonilla respectively, will
be about average. Both have the talent to make spectacular catches, but
are prone to occasionally misjudge a
ball or make an errant throw.
Centerfield, played by Howard
Johnson, will be the most scrutinized
position. Hojo has spent most of his
career at third base, and is expected
to learn all the nuances of centerfield
during spring training. A centerfielder
is supposed to control the outfield, an
especially confusing job with the swirling wind at Shea Stadium. It may be
hard to teach a veteran new tricks,
but Hojo is a true competitor with
speed and a strong arm. Luckily, Met
pitchers strikeout a lot of batters.
The suspect defense has
prompted Torborg to declare 22 year
old Hundley the everyday catcher.
His defensive abilities are outstanding, and he will hopefully glue the
defense together. Unfortunately, he
hasn't demonstrated an ability to hit
the ball. Mackey Sasser and Charlie
O'Brien will be battling for the position if Hundley can't hit Major League
pitching. O'Brien is good defensively,
but a terrible hitter. By contrast, Sasser
is an excellent hitter, but some Met
pitchers have asked that Sasser not
catch because their earned run averages are higher when he catches. Basestealers have also exploited his unexplainable tendency to lob the ball back
to the pitcher or cock the ball a few
times before throwing.
All in all, the Mets have a good
shot at the pennant. No team in their
division is perfect. The Pirates aren't
as strong without Bonilla, and they
may trade Barry Bonds who is in the
last year of his contract and expressed
interest in the west coast. The Cubs
may be the team to beat. How the
Mets do will depend upon several
questions: Will Hojo be an adequate
centerfielder? Will Gooden still have
his velocity and will it last? Can Elster
throw from the hole? Can Hundley
hit? And will Coleman's 30 year old
hamstring remain healthy? Perhaps
too many variables to make predictions, but at least a winning attitude
seems to be back. LETS GO METS!!!
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LEFT NEMESIS
eralism further strengthened an already empowered Federal Government in order to have a more effective
By Phillip Spyropoulos '92
and wide-reaching mechanism to institute its ideology. Although liberals
Conspiracy theories have been a
certainly have accomplished a great
staple of the Left's often convoluted
deal of social, economic, and political
exegeses of how the Establishment
change, some for the better - much for
managed to bring things to the present
the worse - the more insightful and
miserable state of affairs. This someintellectually honest of their ranks are
how seems to justify the use of simibeginning to realize just what a blunlarly pedestrian machinations by Leftder they have effected.
bashing critics. Yet before such an
After spending so much time and
invective is launched a clarification of
effort in building this Trojan Horse of
terminology is in order; the multitude
an almighty central government filled
of incongruous impressions inhered
with soldiers crusading an aggressive
within conveniently nebulous and exliberal ideology, the Right has now
pansive terms such as 'liberal' or 'contaken hold of it and has brought it
servative' (handy expressions yet less
right under their noses, filled with at
consistent than a Bush speech-writer
least a generation-long stock of conbefore elections) can only mean that
servatives. If indeed this strategy of a
any attack on a particular ideology
strong central government was, at
can be as effortless as simply imbuing
least on some level, a conscious one
that ideology with those characterisby the Left (conscious and concerted
tics which are the locus of an attack.
action is a must for any conspiracy
It also seems that Liberalism is
theory worth its apocalypse-ness) then
even more susceptible to creative inthis strategy was clearly of the shortterpretation than other dogmas. Possighted variety.
sible reasons for this are many. That
Liberalism, by virtue of its apyesterday's liberalism is today's conposite incompatibility with Conservaservatism, perpetually necessitating
tism, can be readily characterized as
the Left's intelligentsia to tread undisan invariably counter-majoritarian
covered and thus not easily definable
phenomenon. Under our more or less
territory, while always assuring ample
democratic procedure of government
time for digestion and acceptance by
the majority was bound to awaken
the Right, may be one reason. This
out of the Left's paternalistic hypnoconsideration consequently requires
sis and once again seize the reigns of
that one maintain as honest an apgovernment, making the excessive improach as possible when critiquing the
position of conservative policies
Left and its endeavors.
through a newly empowered governUsing that patently Progressive
ment inevitable. Now the Left's Masof all de-legitimizing constructs - the ter Plan not only has sustained sericonspiracy theory - the argument beous and enduring setbacks, but the
comes a simple one, namely, that Lib-

rest of us and our posterity must endure an ever expanding and ever encroaching central government, regardless of the particular ideology that it
happens to be shoving down our
throats at any given time.
Liberalism's apparently chronic
disorder, of the foot-shooting variety,
is not limited to short-sighted estimates concerning the efficacy of its
strategies but further seems to characterize the confusion and incongruity within its own dogma. A case in
point is the controversy surrounding
all-black male primary schools.
Several black activists have decided to do something about the holocaust their community is enduring by
establishing schools which they believe would address at least some of
their concerns. Whether their approach will succeed is irrelevant (yet I
suspect that whenever you have a
group of people in an educational setting who are highly motivated to make
things happen, regardless of the actual merit of a particular educational
program, things will happen). Although many liberals have come out
in favor of these schools, the Left generally seems to come out against them;
in part because they feel they are segregationist, elitist, and sexist.
Arguably, the social programs
implemented by the Left during and
after the Civil Rights Era have induced
black Americans to focus exclusively
on government for any efforts towards
their improvement. These programs,
such as integrative busing, Head Start
etc. (with the exception of affirmative
action) have primarily been unilateral

and implicitly paternalistic. Some
have argued that a large segment of
black America in dire straits will remain there due to its acquired dependence on government. Consequently,
it very well may be that the only effective mechanism that blacks have at
their disposal to help themselves in
any significant way remains with the
government. Despite the fact that the
Left was quite willing to use government to implement its own programs,
unwittingly nurturing a dependency
by minorities upon government, it is
now denying this same resource from
being utilized by black communities
who have taken the initiative to help
themselves.
Arguments addressing issues of
segregation and gender-bias are certainly relevant, but placing too much
emphasis on sacrosanct canons of Liberalism, such as integration and feminist equality, at the cost of some of
Liberalism's ultimate aspirations, such
as the substantive betterment of minorities, seems self-defeating and
monumentally absurd. Liberalism's
gift, the ability to see where society
should be going, is perpetually
brought to a disastrous impasse by its
curse, the inability to know how to
get there.
My parting message is that if we
are to approach any semblance of an
enlightened society we must avoid
shacklingourselves-toa particular id~ ;
ology, despite the seductiveness of
such an approach (or the instinctivP
appeal of a particular ideology), and
start thinking for ourselves.

(. . . HARRY CONT.)

by I But I always remember you").
"You Didn't Know Me When" has
Harry spinning yarns about his past
lives (I played third chair Trombone/
In an out-of-work polka band/we
looked for gigs on ships/ In countries
that had no land).
Harry only sings three types of
songs: love songs ("She belongs to
Me," "Jill"), inspirational songs ("He
Is They Are, "With Imagination (I'll
Get There)"), and songs that combine
both these elements ("Blue Light, Red
Light"). Yet, he proves that there is
always more than one interesting way
to say the same thing.
This album departs from the
style of his previous album We Are In
Love, there is a dixie land jazz flavor
to many of the songs. This is not
surprising, since Harry was born and
raised in New Orleans. Also, there
are fewer slow tempo songs and fewer
attempts to depart from the basic

swing style. These changes make for
a more enjoyable and consistent album.
Too Corny!

Harry Connick, JR. is one lucky
guy and he knows it. In the album's
liner notes he thanks all his fans for
spreading the word about his type of
music. Since most radio stations won't
play this music, it must be the fans
that make his albums so popular. He
signs this little note, "Swingfully,
Harry." You can't get much more
corny than that. But he is so cute you
probably will forgive.
Harry Connick JR. will be performing 15 shows at The Paramount
during late March and Early April.
The shows are sold out, however, you
should call Ticketmaster to see if there
are any cancellations, because he is
also a perfect performer. Just do me a
favor, don't tell my mom about him.
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THE REAL WINNER IN THE NEW HAMPSHIRE PRIMARY AND PRO-LIFE VERSUS PRO-CHOICE
By Joseph D. Brennan
One libertarian's commentary on
issues facing individuals at NYLS and
in the world at large.
A Vote For Freedom
For those of you who haven't
heard yet, the most exciting news to
come out of the New Hampshire primary was what took place in the tiny
town of Dixville Notch. The town,
where the polls open at 12:01 A.M.
and close at 12:06 A.M., is the first in
the U.S. to report voting results in the
race for the White House. This year,
Libertarian Party candidate Andre
Marrou finished first, winning 11 of
the town's 31 votes, while Bush received· 9 votes, Buchanan 3, Ralph
Nader 3, Clinton 3, and Tsongas 2.
This shows that the libertarian message can win votes when voters are
aware of the message. Perhaps we
.can achieve a free society in our life·time.. ..,.
Abortion: The Controversy Continues
The recent struggle of a 14-yearold Irish girl, who claimed that her
pregnancy was the result of a rape,
brought the abortion controversy back
into the forefront of the news. Ireland
has one of the strictest anti-abortion
(NOTEBOOK COMPUTERS CONT.)

How is the warranty and support policy on the notebook?
Don't take anything less than a
one-year warranty. Ask the salesperson to extend it for another year as
part of the deal. Also, see if the reseller
will loan you a replacement machine
when yours has to go in for repairs.
Ask how long it usually takes to
repair the notebook if it breaks.
Also, try calling the reseller's service center, and tell them you cracked
the display. Ask about the actual turnaround time and fees for repair.
How about going through the
mail order channel?
Getting a computer through the
mail used to be dangerous. While
you were sure to find the cheapest
prices through the mail, there was a
danger of loosing your money, or getting stuck with terrible equipment.
Today, mail order still gets you the
cheapest price, and if you follow a
few simple precautionary measures,
you should have no big problems.
Always use a credit card. Sending cash is a sure bet for trouble. Be
especially wary of mail order dealers
who promise you a discount.if you
send cash. Plus, it is best to get on the
phone with a mail order salesperson
only after you have a definite idea of
exactly what you want in your head.
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laws in the world and, in this case, the
Irish government went to the length_
of enforcing its ban by trying to prevent the girl and her family from traveling to Britain, where abortion is legal. This is an example of how far
governments will go, once they decide to interfere in the sovereign decisions of the individual.
This seems like a good time to
comment on libertarian views on abortion. Our views on abortion are not
monolithic. Although the vast majority of libertarians favor keeping abortions legal, there is a vocal minority of
libertarians who support outlawing
abortion. I side with the majority of
libertarians on this issue.
Libertarians believe that individuals should not be forced to do
anything and that the only proper
function for government is to protect
people from the use of force against
them, either by foreign states (national
defense) or by other individuals (police power). Abortion is a particularly difficult issue because, during
pregnancy, the mother and the child
are intertwined in a way in which no
other individuals ever are.
Libertarians who oppose legalized abortion see the unborn child as
an individual and abortion as the use
of force against that individual. If
abortion is the use of force against
another, then it is a proper area for

Just like preparing a brief, get ready
ahead of time. Having a firm grasp of
prices, technology and your needs will
insulate you from a pushy salesperson who is just sure he or she knows
exactly what you want.
If you are set on going mail order, make a few calls. Make a thorough comparison of all the prices, warranties, and extras being offered. Get
the mail order dealer to give you a
statement of exactly what you are getting and when you will get it in writing.
What about leasing a notebook
computer?
Finally, think about leasing a
notebook computer instead of buying
one. Many dealers offer monthly rates
for notebook leasing, usually lasting
24 or 36 months. Often you can arrange a buyout at the end of the lease,
and the service contract is usually
pretty good.
One of the most attractive benefits of leasing is that you can sidestep
the issue of obsolescence. This means
you don't have to worry about spending a lot of money on a computer that
might very well be out of date in two
or three years.
Buying a notebook computer can
be a lot like buying a car. Besides getting the most for your money, a notebook can be an expression of your

government action and criminalizing slogan, "Pro-choice On Everything." I
abortion would not violate libertarian believe the slogan is a clear statement
principles. However, those of us who of the libertarian position and I hope
are pro-choice recognize that a ban on that all the people of our world will
abortion forces a woman to use her come to adopt it one day.
body to give birth to a child when she
Memorable Quotes
does not want to. Viewed in this way,
banning abortion would also violate
"Underlying the attempt to move
libertarian principles. The problem,
around and treat them like
people
for libertarians, is finding a way to
chess
pieces
on a board is a profound
resolve the conflict of protecting the
contempt
for
other human beings." -child and the mother without violatThomas
Sowell.
ing libertarian principles.
"A written constitution certainly
For libertarians, the solution can
has
many
and considerable advanbe found in the situation itself. Durtages,
but
it
is a great mistake to suping pregnancy, the child begins as a
pose
that
the
mere insertion of provipart of the mother. If the child is
to
restrict
and limit the powers
sions
separated from the mother, then the
of
the
government,
without investing
child dies. Gradually, the child grows
they are
those
for
whose
protection
into a separate individual until it
inserted
with
the
means
of
enforcing
reaches a stage where it must be physically separated from the mother. The their observance, will be sufficient to
law should parallel the natural se- prevent the major and dominant party
quence. A woman should have unre- from abusing its powers." --John C.
stricted access to abortion during the Calhoun.
If you have any questions you
first trimester. During the second triwould
like answered from a libertarmester, the government may place
ian
point
of view, or any comments
some limitations on abortion, such as
you
would
like to make, corresponlimiting abortion to cases of forcible
dence
is
welcomed
and should be dirape or threat to the mother's life. Firected
to:
nally, late in the pregnancy, the ban
BRENNAN'S JUSTICE
can become absolute.
cl o The Reporter
I believe this solution protects
Correspondence
may also be left
the mother and the child, and is conperson
at
the
Reporter
office. Any
in
sistent with libertarian principles.
Many libertarians have adopted the responses that l may have will appear
in future editions of this column.
personality. Different kinds fit different people. With a little bit of research, bargaining and tenacity, you
can find an inexpensive and reliable
notebook computer that can help you
get through school and work. Good
Luck!
.·.•...·.·-:·:·:-:.·-·>-:;:::-:·:·:·:-:::;::;.·:;.:.:;:.:::·:::::;:;:::::::::::;:;:;:;:;:;

(GRAMMY'$ CONT.)

Cohn sing a song, but I was happy
to settle for Seal (don't overlook
his album), although he did appear a bit intimidated in his
American premiere. Luther
Vandross, looking thinner than
ever, undoubtedly turned in one
of the night's best performances.
As far as speeches go, I
haven't enjoyed one since Guns
n' Roses got thrown off the stage.
But Barbara Streisand's was don't
heart warming. Her award for
Grammy Legend was well deserved. The most disappointing
part of the show was that she
didn't sing. Well, she did sing
one line and received a better response than any other performer
that night. I guess I'm just going
to have to live with my disappointment this year and hope next
year is better. Maybe they'll let
the Red Hot Chili Peppers perform.
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THE SUBWAY RIDER BLUES
By Michael Simone
This time the MT A had me
fooled. The subway fare had to be
raised to $1.40. Public meetings took
place around the city. The MTA's
executives showed up in chauffeur
driven limousines. They waited impatiently for subway riders to show
up and vent their anger. The purpose
of the meetings was to fool the public
into believing it could make a difference. The well-fed executives are not
required to take the public's suggestions. They are not even required to
listen, which is good for them, since
many of them didn't. They chose instead to snooze through these hearings. The MTA's real purpose is to
save our elected officials from having
to make hard choices.
The circumstantial evidence convinced me that the fare would increase
to $1.40. The legislature did not want
to allocate additional subsidies; Governor Cuomo complained (again) that
the State is broke and pointed his finger at Washington; and Mayor Dinkins
said it was not his responsibility. As
the year closed the MTA announced
that it was minting a new token, ten
packs disappeared from token booths,
and turnstiles were taken out of service. A $0.25 fare hike seemed inevitable. Hoarding tokens would be useless, because I would not be able to

THE NEW IMPROVED FARE
use them.
How could I have been such a
schmuck? Only two years ago they
threatened to raise the fare to $1.25
before finally settling for $1.15. But
still I was deceived and I did not make
the large investment in tokens that I
did two years ago.
On Jan. 1 the fare went up, and I
began buying the same old to~ens for
a new and improved $1.25. I wanted
to jump the turnstiles periodically to
show my defiance. However, my
fiancee reminded me that it would
be difficult to get admitted to the bar
with a record. Is jumping turnstiles
rationally related to practicing law?
Probably not, but I think I can find
better causes to get arrested for.
MORNING RUSH HOUR SUBWAY
PERFORMANCE

The Office of the Inspector General of the Metropolitan Transportation Authority recently completed a
report on the subway's morning rush
hour performance. Between 7:00 a.m.
and 9:00 a.m. the subway had an 85%
on-time record. This is a 9% improvement over subway performance in
1988. The most consistent services
were the J /Z, the uptown No. 3, and
the downtown Mand N. The least
consistent lines were the Queens F,
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the A in both directions, the Brooklyn
M, the Queens E, and the Bronx D.
The most improved lines since 1988
were the G, J/Z, the uptown B, D, M,
Q, and R, and the downtown N and
R.

As the Inspector General points
out, these statistics are objective measures of the quality of subway service. In other words, these statistics
and this report is completely meaningless to the average commuter. The
report analyzes "on-time performance" without stating what type of
schedule the subway is trying to meet.
Also, the Inspector General admits to
not trying to measure customer satisfaction, because it is not easy to measure.
"Little things carry a lot of
weight with subway passengers: having a train keep its doors open so he
or she can transfer, hearing a clear
and useful announcement so he or
she can decide on an alternate route,
not feeling that trains are skipping his
or her stop without good reason, etc."
In the Inspector General's opinion,
these factors are subjective and not

worth measuring.
The only factor that this report
analyzes is the MTA's ability to meet
its own standards. The report does
not measure whether it takes longer
for the average commuter to travel
today than two years ago, and it does
not measure whether the average commuter must wait longer between trains
than two years ago. Commuter satisfaction, as usual, is not the MTA's
concern. The MTA is concerned only
with meeting the standards it sets for
itself without reference to the commuters it is supposed to serve. The
Inspector General even admits that
fewer riders means more reliable service. When the richer subway commuters abandon the subway due to
the higher fare, or the poorer commuters drop out, you may have a better chance of getting a seat in the morning.
This article's information comes
from 2 sources. First, The author attended the MTA's public meeting on
the fare hike held on November 24,
1991 (The author's birthday). Second,
the report referred to in the secound
half of the article is entitled Commuting to Work by Subway: Morning
Rush Hour Subway Performance.
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